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HOMECOMING. AND I)·:::· ... ICATION · EDITION 
THE 'XAVE .IAN NEWS 
\ 
THE omclAL STUDENT NEWSPAPER OF THE COLL GE OF LIBERAL ARTS, ST. XAVIER COLLEGE 
VO~ XV. CINCINNATI, OHIO, SATURDA~o;,NOVEMBER 23, 1929 PRICE Sc NO. 10. 
MOS'F POPULAR GRIDDE4 TO BE CHOSEN TODAY 
OGLETHORPE /Progress. Ofl ·:~ .. News Issues 
Ballots For .. . College ls 
Stressed Wins From St. Xavier Voting Opposition of the Meyermen 
Proves Stubborn. 
Entire Musketeer Team Runs 
With Precision and Petrels 
.Forced to Scrap. 
President Acclaims Spirit 
01 Students And 
Alumni 
Winner To Be Announced 
On Thanksgiving Day 
At Haskell Game 
"It Is a pleasure to call together 
for Homecoming the ever Increasing 
throng of graduates and former stu-
By .John .J, Nolan dents or all the departments of St. 
. ·Displaying a complete reversal of Xavier. The pleasure Is not simply In 
rorm, a fighting horde of st. Xavier Issuing the call, but In the knowledge 
'that so many will respond to It, and 
Musketeers came to life last Saturday' that amongst si> many we are witness-
and played an Improved brand of foot- Ing year by year a stronger devotion 
ball, even t.hough losfng a bitterly to Alma Mater. So many events have 
fought contest to the powerful Ogle- occurred to make us proud of our 
thorpe University eleven by the margin century-old school that our recent 
Homecomings have aS1Jumed propor-
of one touchdown. The Musketeers tlons·whlch they had some years bacl(, 
had a vastly Improved attack and look- only In our dreams. ' 
ed good even In defeat. · Dedication 
The Southerners, conquerors of "This year, a feature of .Homecoming 
Georgia University, and rated as one wlll be the dedication of the new b<a-
of the best teams In that section, lived dlum In presence or State, City, and 
up to their. advance reports and Church dignitaries. 
launched a ··terrific offensive drive, "Also you will be regaled by the 
which the Musketeers halted for the sight of the new Biology Building on 
first three quarters. In the final per- the east campus, recently dedicated. 
lad the Blue and White fought va- This new addition to the College group 
Jlantly' but' the visiting eleven WBB will be open for Inspection by the 
not to be denied· and pushed over a Homecomers. It Is the gift of an un-
touchdown, kicked goal and had the disclosed donor. 
old ball game sewed up. "Again; old· students and alumni will 
od;e only feature of the scoreless first take a special delight In the landscap-
half was tlie' excellent punting of Beck- Ing project under way on the east 
with, whose long, high kicks pulled terraces rising from the Parkway to 
the Musketeers out of danger several the quadrangle made by Hinkle Hall, 
times. Neither team was. able to maJ<;e the Biology and Library Buildings. A 
consistent gains, due to fine defensly~ .grand stair-case leads from the Boule-
work on the part of both lines. The 'vard to the top of 'the terraces. This 
Musketeers slightly outplayed .the . achievement long desired In the ·hopes 
._..:, , ··"stormy· Petrels'~ ·"'darlng-thliF'liatr:· iuuCiieiiitil~fatumiii, iii. now rajiiilly 
. They gained more yards from scrim· becoming a magnificent reality. Re-
mage but were unable to place them- member the old scarred hillside and 
selves In scoring position. weeds and run-down bushes? They 
The second half was much more In· are vanishing before the lnvBBlon of 
terestlng. Time and again, the crowd landscape architects, r.nglneers and 
was thrilled with spectacular ball tot- gardeners, sent In under the dll·ectlve 
Ing and hard, low tackling, both teams genius and generosity of Senator Rob· 
sharing the honors. The Petrels gained ert J. OBrlen. See It for yourself. 
more yards' than the Musketeers, al· "In recent years, the most striking 
though the latter bitterly contested feature of our Homecomings has been 
every Inch of their goalward flight. At the larger number of dBSB reunlOll!'· 
the end of the third quarter It WBB Let them be more numerous this year. 
,,. apparent that the Xavier line was It Is at class reunions that not a little 
weakening under the unceasing on· of the benefit of Homecoming la de· 
slaught of the• Georgl1ms but no one rived. Year after year more and more 
seemed to mind because the Muske- of the old boys, their. fathers and their 
teers had already acquitted themselves sons, take part In the multitudinous 
like a real football team. activities for College development. 
In the opening minutes of the final 
period, . Oglethorpe started a drive 
which culminated on the Xavier 3-yard 
'lne. It took three plunges by Appling, 
substitute quarterback, to put the oval 
from this point but he succeeded and 
then kicked goal. In making this de-
termined march to the Xavier goal 
line, the Petrels used a series of batter-
ing line plays and a puzzling aerial 
attack. Neither team threatened the 
other's goal for the remainder of the 
fray and the game ended 7 to O. 
The work of Markiewicz, Harmon and 
F'.nlery stood out on the Xavier line. 
This trio played brilliantly and were 
, the main reasons for the strong Mus-
i keteer defense. In the backfield Mc· 
.. · Devitt and Tom Daugherty were out-
standing. The Sophomores, Insco and 
Sprengard, who played their first games 
as regulars, looked especially good and 
are sure to be main cogs in the Xa-
vier machine In the neltt few years. 
The Musketeers were ~utplaye~ 
slightly during the course of the game 
but they were not outfought and by 
their fine efforts they put to shame 
some of their "loyal" followers, who 
have been knocking them because they 
lost several games. In order to satls· 
fy some, however, the team would have 
to take on Army and Notre Dame. on 
the same afternoon and beat them 
both. 
Line-up: 
Sl. Xavier Posl&lon 01Ielhorpe 
Egbers ................ L. E. · ................ Bryant 
Knlery .............. L. T ................. Church 
Markiewicz ...... L. G ................. H. Bell 
Harmon ............ O. ........ (0.) Burford 
Sprengard ........ R. G ................ Coffee 
stotsbery <C.l R. '!'. ................ Fulton 
Wilhelm ............ R. E. ........ Goldsmith 
Daugherty ........ Q. B. .......... Anderson 
Mr.Uevlt.;. .......... L. H. .. .............. Martin 
IllSCO ....... , ......... R. H. ................ 'Sypert 
Ber.l:wlth ........ l". B ................. C, Bell 
LoyaHy ,To Alma Maler. 
"There Is no doubt that larger Home-
comings create a larger loyalty In the 
minds and hearts of all. But what 
must not be overlooked Is the re-giving 
of ourselves to Alma ·Mater with a 
newer and effective devotion. We are 
proud of Alina Mater. We are grateful 
for the splendid training we\ received 
from her In our Intellectual and spir-
itual lives, a tmlnlng that will endur~ 
as long as w~ternally. 
"On to the College then, for Home-
coming I · Ever3·one wltllout exception. 
Visit Alma Mater If it be but for a 
brief moment-only to touch the hem 
of her garment, as It were-and you 
will discover a new Inspiration and a 
new devotion, a magic that will trans-
form you from a more or less Indiffer-
ent alumnus Into a truer SOil of st. 
Xavlel'. . 
"The question of the hour wlll be: 
What can I dp In my way for the cause 
of Alma Mater to prove my gratitude, 
as so many of her Joyal sons are dolnit 
!or her? There are parts for all to 
play and burdens for all to carry. 
"The answer will be read In your new 
efforts to make a greater st. Xavier. 
"Hubert F. Brockman, s. J,. 
"President, St. Xavier College.': 
OYEZ FROSH! 
Watch Those 'credit Hours: 
Debating Team Needs 
Support. · 
"Disarmament" will be the subject of 
a dual debate between Marietta College 
and St. Xavier College on the night 
of Wednesday, December 4th. The lo-
cal debate will take place In the Mary 
Substitutions-Xavier: O'Bryan for G. Lodge Reading Room In the Library 
Egbers; Foley for Insco; Phelan ·for j3ulldlng. 
Stotsbery; Smyth for Wilhelm; Hughes . Charles Hogan, a new member of the 
for Egbers; Schmidt tor Markiewicz: Debating Club, will travel to Marietta 
Morrissey for McDevltt. Oglethorpe: with John Cook and William Wise, 
Herrin for c. Bell; McKlsslck for Bry- 1 while the home contingent will be 
ant; Appling for Anderson; Wall for composed of Messrs. Louis Boeh, Ed-
Chlirch; Kratz for Burford; Syfert for mund oOyle and Edwin Hellker. J 
Fox; Meyers for Martin. Doyle Is expected to give his usual 
Referee - Dave Reese <Denison>; capable performance, and the evening 
Umpire-Russ Flnsterwald (Syracuse>; should prove very Interesting, Attend• 
Headllnesman-Frank Bacon <Wa, ance at this debate la obligatory on 
bash>, all frosh. ' 
All '1et fam? On this pap 
you will find a ballot entillina 
you to vote for your man u the 
moat popular football player on 
the 1929 Musketeer 1quacl. 
You may vote u many times u 
you like; remember, each vote 
will be an additional step for 
your favorite towarda the band• 
some camel's hair overcoat to be 
). awarded as a prize. Tear out 
the ballot and write the name of 
the man you 1elect on iL The 
ballots will be colleCted during 
the half of today's game. Boxes \C" ----- will be placed at all stadimn en-~ ~ .... ---- entrances for the convenience of 
------..._ ""- --...., ,, fans who wish to place ballots 
~ there. 
· ~ Remember, the only rule ia S (0) . . ~ 35 ' · " that the player for whom you 
' 
.. . 
~. .T . \'\\ T =-= vote be a member of the squad. l"\.I 1 V Whether be is a regular or not, 
makes no difference. He need ·.f~·· .. 1J' .. (\ .. ·~.. . = ]])Jt~~(\j)BJ" :~!n~:ao:~~=~t~~d~:·;: J_ your ballots acconliq. tO yOlll' 
.,....._...;._-""." __ ..:.... ________ -"_· ··~ · · .. · · · \.:.'-:-------------·- ·ow-ir-C'Onvicdon"'an1f"il0i't-roriet·' · 
==========-=================================7==========-=-=-~~=~- that the more votes Cut for yom 
I PROSPERITY MEET ~~will=~:~ hUfa:=~~ SELF GOVERNMENT Robert J. · O'Brien 
FOR PHILIPPINOS Shows Generosity 
DISCUSSED I , C t .b t• 
_\ n on r1 u ions 
Phllopedlan Society Members 
Favor Home Rule For 
Islanders. 
By Francis J, Vaughan 
The Poland· Phllopedlan Society as-
sembled Monday afternoon In Room 10. 
The proposition of the - day's debate 
was "Resolved: That the Filipinos are 
Capable of Self-Government." The 
Afftrmatlve was upheld by Messrs. Al• 
bert Worst, '30, and Jerome Luebers, 
'31; the Negative by. Mr. FranCls J. 
Vaughan, '30, of .Louisville, Ky., and 
Mr. Anton Mayer, '31. Mr. Kilian 
Kirschner, the secretary, took Mr. 
Vaughan's place In the chair. He ap-
pointed Mr. Wilbur Breltfelder as critic 
judge. At the close of the debate Mr. 
Anton Mayer was named best speaker 
nnd the Amrmatlve received the decl'-
slon of the judge. 
Aftlrmatlve Case 
The Filipinos have a stable govern-
ment; they are practically homogene-
ous; In clvlllzatlon they are forging 
ahead rapidly. The United States has 
allowed the Philippines to govern them-
selves almost completely. The natives 
of the islands all belong to the Malay 
race and the language differences said 
to exist among them are greatly ex-
aggerated. Ninety-eight per cent of 
the work done on the Islands la done 
by Filipinos who hold practically a!l 
omces and who teach in practically 
all the schools. Authorities seem to 
back up all these statements. 
LANDSCAPING 
cently been Identified with outstanding 
gifts to the Marydale Garden project 
at the Good Samaritan Hospital. 
At the· beginning of the present 
school year he provided resident stu-
dents of St. Xavier with complete or-
A Tn.bute To Donor chestra equipment for the forming of a ,musical organization to provide en-tertainment for the out-of-town stu-
dents. ' 
Dorm Students and Biology ''A FLYING START" 
. Bulldlng Also Benefit By 
Donations. 
Definite form Is gradually being as-
sumed by the $30,000 landscaping de-
velopment on the east campus, the 
gift to st. Xa\'ler College by Robert J. 
O'Brien, former State senator of Ohio, 
and outstanding local philanthropist. 
The twin stair-cases, leading to the 
upper terrace on which the drive-way 
Is situated; are completed as well as 
the walled plaza-garden on the first 
terrace. 
The massive approach to the first 
terrace leading up from Victory Park-
way "Wlll be finished In a few days. 
Grading of the entire hill-side running 
the length of the Biology, Hinkle, and 
Library buildings Is being rushed prep-
aratory to plotting the garden devel-
opment. 
The terrace In front of Hinkle Hall 
Is already planted with upright ever-
greens and smaller shrubs. 
UpsetsChairs at Smoker 
Bandmaster and Blonde Team 
Scores Nobly In First 
. Performance. 
A large ·gathering of alumni and 
friends filled · the College Union House 
to its capacity last evening to see "A 
Flying start". 1 This sketch, the first 
of a series of one act plays to be pre-
sented by the Masque Society of the 
College, was the high light or the 
home-coming celebration. The rest of 
the 'program was rounded out by sev-
eral selections by the Musketeer Quar-
tette and' an address of Mr. Leo Du· 
bols, an alumni representative. 
Plans call for nearly a thousand 
plants among which are evergreens, 
' Neptlve Case flowering trees, roses, pines, hedges and 
"A Flying Start" Is a bright comedy 
of special Interest to ·college students 
and graduates as It concerns a some-
what callow but selr-BSBured possessor 
or', a sheep-skin and his start In the 
financial and marital world. Bill Haas, 
The Filipinos are neither socially shrubs. 
of band-fame, played the leading role 
In a manner that left nothing to be 
desired •. It 1s, a part admirably suited 
to hla natural abilities and Bill hands 
out his iasual "line". Mildred Edrle 
Hart played opposite Haas. She showed 
a thorough understanding of the re-., 
qulrements or a · "flully blonde" role. 
Robert L. Otto, as the Irate · father, 
spluttered and sizzled most effectively. I 
We. are certain, however, that Bob's 
progeny wlll not be "peroxides." <Heav-
en help the reporters when "Ye" Edi-
tor fumes ll Helen Treadway and Jack 
Clemans gave evidence of real· ablllty 
In minor roles. The play was ably and 
Intelligently directed liy John H. cook .. 
. Jud!llnlr from the talent displayed In ! 
Is CONVOKED By now! Campaign like veteram and make SOME gridder the 
"ANNUALS" proud owner of an overcoat for the hard daya to come. 
1
The winner will be announced 
in the Thanlupving iuue of the 
News which will be on Ale at the 
Kukell same. The lucky play• 
will be introduced at the pow• 
wow to be held at the Hotel Alma 
on Thanlusivinl' nisht where the 
prize will be awarded. 
Big Business Men Seek Giit-
Edged Aid · For 1930 
Musketeers. 
Melvin H. Ochtman, business mana-
ger of the 1930 ~Musketeer," will carry 
on an elttenslve campaign during t:1e 
coming months to Increase th~ Interest 
of the St. Xavier All'mnl and the 
public In general In the yca1 book. 
"In the past, the Alumni h'>ve nlwa;vs 
sponsored undergraduRtll uctlvltlcs nnd 
the 1930 "Musketee1"' ought not to 
i>rove an exception," Uchtman Sf\id at 
a meeting of the st~ff last week. "I 
feel certain that the Alunml Assucla-
tlon of this college will be mo1·e tlmn 
w1lllng to co-operi.te w!tlt us to make 
this year's Annual the greatest ever In 
a financial way.' 
Kilian Kirschner, newly ap\nlnted 
manager of circulation, sta'tr.d th<1t If 
the circulation of the book mcasu!'cd 
up to the standard set oy the Alumni 
last year, the Sltcces.." or .i.1ic; depart· 
ment would be assured. 
Edward Tepe, editor-In-chief of the 
publication, has added All:.~rt Worst, 
Edward Geiser and LouL• G. Boch, nil 
of the class of 1930, to the Literary 
Staff of •The Musketeer." All three 
men have been, active In undcrgl'Bd-
uate activities, Worst and Boell beln11 
members of "The Xaverlon News' staff 
and Geiser prefect of the ·Senior So-
dallty and a member of the Student 
council. The appointment of these 
men assures a very literary treatment. 
of the affairs of the college in the 
Annual. 
George A. Mulvihill, Cincinnati 
clothier, has donated the camel's-hair 
coat to be given as a prize to the Mus-
keteer !ootbnll plnyer \'Oted the most 
popular at today's game. Mr. Mulvihill 
wns a. student at the college some years 
ago but discontinued his studies to 
engage In the clothing business. His 
store, above Mills restaurant on East 
Fourth Street, Is a favorite rende?.vous 
for St. Xavier college men who think 
very highly of the stock on display 
there. 
GET 'EM WHILE FRESH! 
Invlllng Selection To Be Dished Oat 
In Homecomln1 Athletic Review 
"Foresight" by Tom Swope, sports 
editor of the Cincinnati Post will feat-
ure the Homecoming and Stadium ded-
ication edition of the St. Xavier Col-
lege Athletic Review, to appear Satur· 
day at the St. Xavier College-Den-
ison game. 
Interesting facts concerning the rec-
ord· of St. Xavier athletic teams during 
the ten years that Coach Joe Meyer 
has guided athletic destinies at the 
college are likewise featured In the Re· 
view. 
Other contributors for the Homecom-
ing edition Include Adrian A. Daugh-
erty, Edward P. VonderHaar and E. 
Wirt Russell, Managing Editor. 
THE 
-OFFICIAL BALLOT-
XAVERIAN NEWS' MOST POPULAR 
FOOTBALL PLAYER CONTEST 
RUl.E8: 
ST •. XAVIER'S MOST POPULAR 
FOOTBALL PLAYER OF 1929 
A117 player lilied ID &he Prosrain a1 beln1 on the Sl. Xavier 
114uad for i112e II elJslble, Re need no& be a replar. 
YOU MAY VOTE AS OFTEN AS YOO WISH 
· Each Paper ContalnS a Blank Ballot 
nor economically capable of self-gov- About 24 ornamental wrought Iron 
ernment. Three large groups compos" light standards are to be put at term-
ing seven of the twelve million In· lnal plaees on the massive approach. 
habitants differ from each other In Simultaneously with the announce-
Janguage, habitat and cultilre. There ment of the •so,ooo landscaping devel-
are forty different ethnographic classes opment on the east cRmpus; Father 
and In all 87 distinct dialects. A re- Hubert F. Brockman, s. J., president of 
cent election showed that th~ people st. Xavier College, made known the 
as a whole are lgtiorant of formal rep- gift of elaborate furnishings for the 
re•entatlve government. Moros who president's reception room In the new 
lrihablt the treB&ure Islands hate and Biology Building; by Mr. O'Brien. 
resent the rule of Filipinos. It IS the The furnishings, which held· the at-
United· States that has broqht. about tentlon or Dedication Day visitors 
practically all the social Improvements. during their Inspection of the new 
Business In the Islands practically Is Biology Building, were selected by sklll-
at, a standstlll. All bonded Indebted-. ed decorators with a view io perfect 
ness owed to America citizens. Rev- harmony of ·appointments. They ln-
enues are lnsuftlclent to ·meet the ex- elude an over-stuffed ·suite, massive 
pense of Independent government. center table,· occasional Chatrs; lampa, 
Nearly ·all exports are to the. United 1matched rugs and carpets, and elab-
Btates and these are protected by our orate deak equipment. · 
tariff. IEx-senatoi' · O'Brien. hu , very re-
this first production the aeries of plays 
promises to be one of the Interesting · 
features or a somewhat barren local 
1
. 
tbeatrlcallelllOD. ""'~~---~-~---~~--~~~~--~~_, 
) 
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By Gale F, Gropn Rev. Martin J. 'Pbee S. J. head or the lectures wlll be given later. 
It wlll be of great Interest to the the Department of Blolo11y at St. Xav- The lecture system fostered by the 
friends and ·alumni of. St. Xavier to ler College. alumni Is a very worthy and commend· 
know that a series of lectures will Doctor Martin Fischer of the Med· able activity and should receive the 
again be spomored this year by tlie !cal Department of the University or support of· all who have the Interest 
Alumni Association. At a. recent meet- ClnclRnatl; ot St; Xavier at heart. There Is no 
Ing of that group the following men Rev. Joseph A. Walsh S. J. Professor more pleasant and profitable way of 
were elected to the committee for the of English Literature at The Sacred spending a Sunday evening than by 
selection of the lecturers and the fixing Heart Novitiate, Milford Ohio. hearing a lecture, so In Justice to them~ 
of the dates upon which the lectures are Rev. Edward J. Morgan s. J. head selves and as a mark of encouragement 
to be given. of the Department of Chemistry at St. for the committee, all those who find 
William Reenan, Chairman, Xavier College. It possible should attend at least half 
Edward .Moullnler, Mr. John Bunker alumnus or St. of the scheduled lectures. We are all 
John P. Murphy, Xavier College and President of The aware of the vast amount of prestige 
Gregor B. Moorman, Bunker Advertising Agency, Cincinnati, that accrues to St. Xavier because of 
Joseph A. Verkamp, Ohio. the lecture policy which Her Alumni 
John K. MuSslo. Rev. Frederick Seldenberg S J Dean follows. It brings to us eminent and 
Reverend George R. Kister s. J. of or The School of Sociology at Loyola. scholarly men of other educational In· 
The School Of Commerce Is also a.c- University, Chicago, Illinois. stltutlons and places the school before 
tlvely engaged In the work of arrang- Rev. William Young S J Dean of the the Intelligent DJlbllc as an lmtltutlon 
Ing the lectures. With.his wide exper- Department of.,Educatlon at The Sa- alive and progressive. We of the Col· 
lence In educational ·fields he Is cer- cred Heart Novitiate, Milford, Ohio. lege of Liberal Arts wish to express our 
taln to procure lecturers of note and The Lectures will be given this year appreciation to Father Kister and his 
capability. In the Lodge Reading Room Instead or committee for their very commendable 
The following Is a list of the lectur- at the Sinton Hotel the meeting place labors In the field of popular educa• 
ers who will be heard: of the past four years. The dates of tlon. 
Ambitious Schedule Ahead 
ForlDante Club Members 
Resume of Past Seasons Shows Great 
Development in Organization· 
By Gale F. Grogan 
omcers of the Dante Club, a. literary 
organization of the college, have ac-
cepted numerous Invitations to lecture 
at various Institutions In the Midwest. 
The club was rounded ten years ago, 
by a group of ambitious students at St. 
Xavier, for the purpose of furthering 
Interest In religion, lltemture and a.rt 
among Catholic students. As a me-
dium of cicpresslon for this Ideal, the 
charter members chose to write and 
deliver a lecture on that. gem of liter-
ature, Dante's "Divina Comedia." Thts 
offering was received most enthusias-
tically by the high schools and colleges 
of Greater Cincinnati, and nearby cities 
of Kentucky and Indiana. Encouraged 
by the success of their Initial effort 
the members added four new lectures 
to the repertoire. "The Jesuit Mar-
tyrs," "The Crusades1" "Shakespeare 
and His Works," and the newly ac-
quired "Pilgrimage to Lout•des," are In 
constant demand by schools as ta•· 
west as Chicago. 
Gale F. Grogan, '3Q,-.. ls p1·eslde11t of 
the club and It Is 'through his efforts 
and the able co-operation of F. Oliver 
Stlem, business manager, that the or· 
ganlzatlon has met with the unprece· 
dented success of this year. Edmund 
D. Doyle, John Cook, William Wise, Wll• 
bur Breltfelder, Louis Boeh, Albert 
Muckerhelde, Paul Hilbert, Robert i 
Maggini, William Muhlenkamp, Louis I 
Feldhaus and John Anton have pal'- ' 
tlclpated In the lectures delivered so 
far this yea1-. In addition to these 
regUlar members the club has Elmer 
Buller, Kilian Kirschner, Edward Von-
derHaar, Alvl11 Ostholthoff and Grll!ln 
Murphy as applicants for admission. 
These men will be admitted to the 
active body or the lecture group as 
sootY as ·the Dean and faculty advisor 
have given their sanction. The Da;1tr. 
Club has always enjoyed the reputation j 
of having on Its roster the best stu- J 
dents and orators of the college an<1 
every effort will be made to maintain ! 
this high standard In the future. Muoh I 
credit Is due to Father Daniel M. 
O'Connell, Dean of the College of Lib· 
~rnl Arts, In fostering the club and 
ildlng It to grow to Its present pro-
portions. It has always been the policy 
J! the Dean to encourage an Interest 
in public speaking and oratory amon~ 
;he Liberal Arts students. 
The audiences before which the or-
sanJzatlon has lectured In the I ·.;t 
have always been of the opl.11011 that 
the members are well coached anci t11e 
lectures written In a lucid manner. 
The Dante Club Is a most worthy stu-
dent -urganlzatlon which Is bound to 
continue Its fine work In the years to 
come. ' 
-=======~-~~~~=-=====-=-=====---=--==::=----===--= 
Jim Shea Tums Philosopher With 
Moralizing Contribution to "News" 
By ".Jim Shea" fine ns ever. Anyway, today's Wednes-
Wednesday afternoon. The big game day and father only needs them on 
with McGuire's gang comes off today Sunday. Take a chance despite the 
and George has no shoes for this Im- consequences: So the little rascal went 
porta.nt contest. What is he to c!o, to play football In his father's best 
gentle reader? God knows that from 1 hoes. 
a weekly allowance of n dollar no one. The wheels of destiny roll quickly 
can spa.re a pair of football shoes nt nJong. 11Mothcr,11 said George's father, 
the expense of his tmnmy, so to speak. "I should like to wear my new shoes 
His old everyday shoes nre no longet• tonight, as I have a vlslt to pay." He 
useful in a scrimmage. And If 11< went out ~nd looked into the cabinet 
should take his Sundny shoes! No. The shoes were no place to be found. 
tlmt's toe risky, parLicularly slnce He looked all over. But In \'aln. 
father has bought them only a month would they be at the shoemaker's? 
ago with the expressed remark: "If I They wouldn't. Mothe1· racked hes 
catch you playing football In them-" brnln. Where? Where? But the thin~ 
Thoughtfully, almost. despemtely, remained a mystery. 
George Is standing at the shoe cabinet. An hour later. Father has retumed 
His father's well pollshed shoes were So has George who doesn't look so spry 
arranged there neatly among the even though his team won the game. 
others. One pair especlally intrigue<: He sneaked his father's shoes bacl; 
him. The fine, broad arched toes. Into the closet unseen by anyone. He 
What a. boon they would be to tllll had polished them marvelously too, so 
Inconsistent kicker. How the pig skin that no one could say they had re-
would fly when such fine shoes met It. cently been used. 
Wlll they flt? Proof Is better than Father, mother and George sat down 
speculation. He proved. Soon he had to dinner. After the meal George's 
them/on A little large, of course, but father suddenly went out, but soon rn-
those wonderful toes. They had un- nppenred. 0 Gcorge," said he, "comt: 
done our George. This his conscience I hither." Tqe lioy was trembllng. "Have 
whispered. Should he do it or not? you any Idea, my boy," asked his 
wm his father notice It? Two hours father, "how my shoes can be In the 
, from now they will be back here as cabinet now when but two hom·s ago 
they were gone?" George was neces .. 
sarlly silent which gave his fathe1· n 
clue. And what followed? Ask GeoreP.. 
But there was one good result, oae 
that George never even dreamed about. 
Under the next Christmas tree he 
round a pair of brand new footilall 
shoes, real ones. How happy he was. 
PLAY LEADS IN 
"THE TAMING OF 
THE SHREW" 
Mila Ruth Meaer1ehmidt 
Miss Ruth · Messerschmidt has been 
chosen to play the role of "The Shrew". 
This trying role o! Katharina can 
hardly be essayed by the average ac• 
tress because of the tremendous requi-
sites. Great physical stamina and fin-
ished acting are demanded to portray 
adequately the strenuous characterlza· 
tlon. Miss Messerschmidt has appear-
ed In the role before and brings with 
her many years of experience In vari-
ous plays. 
William J. Wise 
Wllllam J. Wise, a senior In the col-
lege or Liberal Arts, Is cast In the part 
of Petruchlo, the historical quietus for 
a cranky and nagging wife. As lead In 
the play Wise brings to a fitting cli-
max four years of unselfish activity 
In the college. . . 
THE JOHN HOLLAND 
GOLD PEN COMPANY 
...:.... 127 Eut Fourth Street, Cincinnati -
MANUFACTURERS OF JOHN HOLLAND FOUNTAIN iPENS AND 
PENCILS 
St. Xavier peoPie need no lntroduc-
Uon to this well known Cincinnati 
concern. Hundreds of the readers or 
this paper have used their John Ho!-
. land Pens and Pencils for yea.rs and 
will have no other. Their general ex-
cellence Is established beyo\ld question 
as Is evidenced by the ever-Increasing 
volume of production at their modern 
plant. 
Johri Holland Pens are exceptionally 
well made. In fact, they are practically 
·Indestructible. Should any repair be-
come necessary, you can get twenty-
!our hour service, a promptness which 
Is impossible with pens made In distant 
cities. All deniers will be glad to show 
you the John Holland Pens and Pencils 
In an b1terestlng variety of colors, 
shapes and styles at prices from $3 up. 
Eatab~ahed 1841 
When . a manufacturer continues to 
pl'Oduce over a period of years products 
that meet the demand of dealer and 
conaumers alike In regard to quality 
and worthiness In construction ther~ 
comes a prestige, not difficult to define, 
that Is the result of constant adher-
ence to the principles of honesty In 
manufacture, service to the dealer and 
provision for t.he ultimate consumer 
of products that are the acme of per-
fection. 
But the purpose of this review I• 
to direct . the special attention of all 
of the people of Cl11cl1111atl to the ·pro-
gressive lmtlLutlons which have becom!! 
so'· well established that many of us 
have fallen Into the habit of taking 
them rather as a matter of course. 
This progressive. concem widely adver-
tlses the community and renders a. 
service that Is essential to the com-. 
munlty. Their products are or the 
highest quality. Everyone must use 
pens and ·pencils and everyone In this 
locality should consider It\ a matter of 
clvlc pride to Insist upon the dealers 
!umlshlng with the John Holland •. 
In conclusion let us direct the spe-
cial attention of all our readers to the 
well known concern and Its progressive 
public spirited management which has 
always been prominently ltlentlfleC: . 
with every proposition that promised 
public Improvement. Every one of our 
readers Is urged to demand John Hol-
land Pens and Pencils and thus aid In 
the pl'Ogress and development o! , the 
community •. 
-Advertisement 
Xavier Briefmen 
Ready to Open .. Season, 
·With Marietta Squad 
,DUAL DEBATE 
Scheduled For Start 
Busy Time In Otting For Mem-
bers of Team; Subject Is 
"Disarmament." 
By John n. Cook 
Debating prospects for this year give 
lndlca.tlom of a. very successful sea.son. 
Four veterans of Intercollegiate con-
tests of last year; Louis- Boeh, John 
Cook, Edmund Doyle and William 
Wise form a solid nucleus for this 
year's team. Doyle has been a regular 
for two seasom and the other three 
tnen have had one yea.r's experience. 
Besides these four there Is a. group of 
unseasoned aspirants, that outnumbers 
the tum-out of any year In the college 
history). fighting for places. 
First Contest Of Year 
Cook and· Wise, co-managers of the 
squad, report that the first debate of 
the season will be a dual engagement 
with Marietta on December 4th. ·The 
local meeting will be In the Mary G. 
Lodge Reading Room, In the Library 
Building at 8: 15. St. Xavjer has not 
met Marietta. In debate for some years 
but reports of the prowess of the up-
the-river team and the fact that Xav-
ier gives such bright promise assume 
an Interesting and Instructive evening. 
The order of speakers at home will be: 
·Edwin T. Hellker,. Louis ··a; Boob and 
Edmund Doyle. At Marietta William 
J. Wise, Charles Hogan and John J. 
Cook will represent St. Xavier. our 
home team will maintain the affirm-
ative of the proposition: Resolved: 
that the natlom adopt a plan of com-
plete disarmament, excepting such 
forces as are needed for police pur-
poses; and our traveling .team wlll de-
fend the negative. This topic Is the 
one chosen by the Pl Kappa Delta, na-
tional debating fraternity and Is a. very 
timely subject. All of Xavier's debates 
this season Will be on some phase of 
disarmament, so the debating regimen 
promises the not only entertaining but 
also Informative. 
Mr.' Edward J. McGrath, the debate 
coach, has round It quite difficult to 
select a team, since the a.va.llable ma-
terial Is so very promising. "There-
fore" he says, "no man veteran or oth-
erwise Is assured of a. regular position 
on the team. 
Mr. Anthony Deddem, last year's 
wlnner·of.-the Verkamp Debate.Medal, 
Is assisting Mr. McGrath with the 
team. 
Best Yet To Come 
The schedule, with the exception of 
the Marietta engagement, Is as yet In-
definite but It Is practically certain that 
It will comprise six dual debates or 
twelve debates In all. The other 
teams with whom Xavier will match 
forensic skill are: John Carrol Uni-
versity, Cleveland (tentative!, Detroit 
University; St. Viator College, Bour-
bonnais, Ill.; Loyola University, Chica-
go and the University of Cincinnati. 
Rev. Hubert F. Brockman. S. J., 
president of St. Xavier College, Intro-
duced Mrs. Thomas' A. McGoldrlck a.t 
the dinner program of the Cincinnati 
Clrcle._9f Catholic Alumnae held Tues-
day evening at the Hotel Slnto1'. 
Father Brockman Is the chaplain of 
the circle and has been a motivating 
lnlluence In the progress of the club. 
Rev. James R. O'Neill, s. J., member 
or the· board of trustees of the college, 
attended the dinner sponsored by the 
Cincinnati Civic and Vocational leagues 
at the Chamber of Commerce Tuesday 
evening at 6 o'clock. Father O'Neill 
Is widely known for his boy weltarc 
work In Cincinnati and Chicago. 
An anniversary Requiem Mass was 
celebrated la.st Tuesday morning In 
Foss Memorial Chapel, Hinkle Hall, to 
commemorate the death of Rev. F. X. 
Foss., S. J.· 
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on the floor: 
Elegance Is Portrayed 
INOUR 
CllALLI NG IR 
TUXEDO SUITS'' 
AT 
TUXEDO VESTS 3.50 to 12.00 
(Acceaaoriea) 
Shirts 3.50 nes 1.00 to I.SO 
Jewelry 2.SO to 10 MufBers 3.50 to 10.00 
S111Pendera 1.00 to S.OO 
"Browning King 
&'Company 
FOURTH & RACE STREETS 
l~;;;;;;;;;~~;~.;;;;;~.;;.;;_..;;;-~..;;_~---;;;;-_..;;-_, 
1 All St. Xavier Is Going2' 1 
t I 
I To The I I / I 
1
1 HOTEL ALMS' THANKSGIVING NIGHT 
-~.-...-----,-----~-1~.-..-1- -. 
Schultz~Goaiger 
ENGRAVERS 
514 Main Street ·. 
LOWE & CAMPBELL 
A'l'BLETIC GOODS CO, 
705 Mein Streee 
\ 
\ 
k 
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• • • 
"Hrr, THE NAIL on the bead" ... cut ont the 
frills, give smokers the.one thing they want-
and ·sales will take care of themselves. 
At least, that's the Chesterfield platform. The 
one thing smokers want is good taste-and that's 
the one thing w.e're interested in giving them-
.. TASTE a/Jove evef!Jthing "· 
~-....... 
hesterf leld 
FINE TURKISH end DOMESTIC tob1ccot, not only BLENDED but CROSS-BLENDED 
~ 192', L10GftT I llnu TouecoCQ. 
I 
' \ 
\ 
\ 
. ~ ,,.· ~· 
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HOMECOMERS 
·Recall · Verbal' Battle' 
staged In Phllopedlan Society 
of Did Vintage; Benefits 
Apparent. · 
By FJ:ancls .J. Vaughan.· 
'As In' the• days gone by, the Poland 
Phllopedlan Society ts still dlscuss!ng 
THE XAVERJA:·N NEWS 
problems of the greatest Importance begin the ~ttle of Ille at their side 
In local, national and universal affairs. or In their stead. 
This year we have coruildered such Since the procedure at . the weekly 
topics as City Manager Government,_ meetings Is somewhat different from 
Immigration Laws, and Naval Dlsiirm- what It used to be years ago, I will out-
ament. While we'•do ·not pretend ·to line It briefly: Afterthepresldentopens 
draw any ex-cathedra conclusions In the meeting, the secretary, Mr. Kilian ' 
our debates, we do derive a certafu Kirschner, reads the minutes of the 
amount of mental •atlsfactlon from previous meeting al\d calls the roll. 
surve~·lng both sides of questions. Then the business of the society Is at-
We. have every reason to believe that tended to In the way of suggestions, 
many of our successful alumni profited motions et cetera. Next comes the 
much by the experience gained In our debate of the day In which four speak-
society. There they learned to do that ers participate formally. since ,last 
which Is almost essential In the pres- year a critic judge has taken the place 
ent age: to think on their feet and to of three, judges as was the custom In 
express their thoughts In a convincing years past. This judge not only gives 
manner. We hope to master this art his decision but states his reasons for 
and to emulat\) the glorious records of such deClslon,·· This open judgment Is 
our alumni when we leave school to conducive to comment on the part of 
X ·NEWS PLEDGES 
LOYALTY TO' 
-.IDEALS 
Publleatlon Keeps In. Step with 
Progress At St. 
Xavier. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'!!!! the house and It sometimes gives rise 
True to Its .. Policy of continued ex~ 
pansion, the 0 Xaverian, News" opened 
the 1929-30 scholastic year with a 
larger sille p11per. George E. Winter; 
••••••.•••• t··~·~¢<1>1><M>~~ to Intense discussion. When the mem-bers at large have been beard from 
Lhe moderator, Father Sweeney, an 
alumnus of St. Xavier and a fonner 
member of the society, gives his critic-
ism of the debate. With that the 
meeting ndjourns. 
n ~-xN,,c E I 
, BY "" . CLUB ~~:.'·· <,; To the Homecomers we extend a 
most cordial welcome. We wish them 
X 
a pleasant stay and trust that they 
~ will return many times again In the , H O· M E COMING I~~~.:::.'".:'::~:~:':::~~"'· 
· I ADVANCEMENT OF 
HOT:::_;ption ~~~; 0<-0heotm I . XAVIER 
~~~~~Noted By Morgan W. Wllllams 
Robert L. Otto 
......... ~'!!!!!!!!!'!!~"""""""-!~~"""""""~, ~~~~ Alumnl President. 
I 
Morgan W. Williams, Alumni Prel- · 
dent, welcomes the Homecomers with 1 
the following: 
"It Is Indeed an honor for me as 
President of the Alumni Association to 
extend a welcome to our Annual Home 
Coming. 
"Home Coming this year brings with 
It a celebration of unusual significance, 
for on this day we dedicate our mag-
nificent new Stadium-a gift of the 
people of Cincinnati. This Stadium Is 
more than a football arena-It Is a 
monument to almost one hundred 
Joseph J, McGuinneas 
years of service that St. xavler has under whose able administration the 
given our City. The whole City, yes student publication was edited since 
the whole State, joins with us this last April, resigned his position of 
year-truly a momentous day in the Editor-In-Chief to give more time to 
life of our Alma Mater. private endeavor and; scholas'1c pur-
"Thls year also, just two weeks ago, suits. He was succeeded by Robert 
we gathered to dedicate our new Biol- L. Otto, a senior In the College of Llb-
ogy Building, a beautiful gift by a gen- era! Arts. Otto's aggressive policy has 
erous, but unknown donor. done much to create a wider Interest 
"These two events celebrated at the In the, "News" and a larger circulation 
has resulted. The business manager-
same time will make 1929 "memorable ship of the "News" Is held by Joseph 
In the history of Xavier, and should be . McGuinness who Is also active In other 
an Inspiration to all of her sons-past, affairs at the College. . 
present and future. 
"Morgan w. Wllllams." The staff of the "News" feels genu-
ine satisfaction In being able to offer 
DUMMY, SUPERFLUOUS? 
Peafect-Fit_ting s.ater-. 
-With~·.aeam ~ 
Berlin, Germany, has been much In-
terested In a full sized dummy of a 
woman which writes ·the exact repro-
duction of the hand-writing of the 
sender operating some distance away. 
The operator pens the message on a 
device which transmits the Impulses to 
the robot, which In turn transfers these 
Impulses to a blackboard or chart. 
to the Homecomers an enlarged edition 
of the paper, with the ·hope that ap-
proval wlll be merited. · The "News" 
wlll be found always In the forefront 
of activity, carrying out its · pledged 
policy of a greater St. Xavier'. 
On Keeping Fit 
Smith-Kasson C~mpany-Wuest Yam Store, Inc. 
SHEVLIN'S 
"JP lT SWillS, I BAVJl1 rr' 
27 Eut Sbdb Street 
WHITSON 4: SMITH 
-BAJUIUS-
976 E. McMillan Street 
·- -·--------, L tlN.n · Heaplliq POUJ~UJOID .· - OANCE Thanksqivinq Nigh! Hotel Alms ~---..-.n-•0 
JPA\llJl.jl: A\~JI> 
RltflR.l:~fll 
'1C>W1~$][Jl lf 1' 
THERE ARE PAUSES 
AND PAUSES. AND 
BUTCH, THE DEMON 
TACKLE;woULD READI~ 
LY ADMIT THAT SOME· 
TIMES IT'S A M0ATTER 
OF TOO MUCH PAUSE 
AND NOT ENOUGH 
REFRESHMENT. 
~ 
The rest of us are more 
fortunate. Wecantakeour 
pauses as we want them. 
And to refresh us, Coca-
Cola is ready, ice-cold, 
around the corner from 
anywhere. The whole-
some refreshment of this 
pure drink of natural fla-
vors makes any 11 ttle 
minute long enough for a 
big rest. ., 
t 
/ 
-
__ ; ;Q'lf 0 The Coca·Cula Co., A11u>ia. Ga. 
MILLION 
~ DA'Y 
l 
I T HAD TO BE GOOD 
-----
TO CE T 
'-.. 
YOU CAN'T- BEAT THE 
PAUSE THAT·REFRESHEB 
WHERE l T 
CD-II 
l s 
By Al. Kc!"n1e. 
Open any ·current magazine or glance 
through the pages of any paper of 
today, and you will almost Invariably 
find some article on "keeplrig fit." The 
rules of good health have been so often 
reiterated that almost any intelllgent 
being over seven years of a!le can state 
them. Good food, sufficient i·est, ex-
ercise, and fresh air are the points 
most generally stressed, But the body 
Is, after all, of relatively less Import-
ance than the mind. Let us see If 
the same rules that govern the body 
cannot also be applied to the mind. · 
The first requlste of good health Is 
nourishment. Books are food for the 
mind. We can easily obtain a balanced 
diet from the libraries of books at our 
disposal. We can breakfast on Lamb's 
Essays, devour Klppllng's novels for 
lunch, and endeavor to digest Ches-
terton's · "Orthodoxy" fo1· . dinner. 
Shakespeare and Milton furnish the 
meat for our diet, Scott and Tennyson, 
the desert, There Is sufficient variety 
to whet the dullest appetite. 
Rest for the mind Is afforded In the 1 
contemplation of the arts and the ap-
preciation 'of nature. What Is more 
invigorating to the mind troubled by 
cares than to attend a Symphony 
Concert or to listen to the "St. Xavier 
Clef Club?" What Is more soothing 
to a depressed spirit 'than a tramp 
t.hrough autumn woods or silent com-
munion with the stars? What Inspira-
tion can be drawn from a painting by 
Raphael or a masterpiece of sculpture 
like the "Moses" of Michelangelo? · 
Now we come to the third requisite 
for thd healthy mind-exercise. Col-
lege students should be well acquainted 
with this requirement. Do they not 
have to struggle dally with obstinate 
problems In calculus, and grapple des-
perately with Latin and Greek de- ' 
clenslons? 
Fresh air Is the Inspiration or Ideal 
which gives noble purpose to all our 
efforts, Whenever our spirits lag or 
our ambitions seem worthless, the llfe-
g!vlng air of Inspiration rekindles vi-
tality and drives us onward to our 
goal. 
Bodily fitness and mental fitness go 
hand In hand: one Is a complement of 
the other. The perfect man Is the man 
who has succeeded In developing and 
perfecting both. 
'' 
RICl-IMAN 
BROTl-l.ERS 
114 W. 5th ST. 
Estal;/islzed 
1819 
\ 
Yo~ can buy these 
Clothes with .... 
CONFIDENCE 
YOU are not experimenting with the unknowl) 
when you invest in a Richman Brothers suit or 
overcoat • : • back of every garment in our 40 busy 
stores, there are fifty years of incomparable clothes 
making experience, t~ immense resources and fa. 
cilities of the world's largest manufacturing retailers, 
and a national reput~_tion for business integrity. 
Added to .these assurances of faultless style and fit, dependable 
quality and outstanding value,. 3800 skilled needle workers, 
all stockholders in this company, are pledged to maintain the 
quality standards and ideals upon which the success of this 
business is founded. 
Here you may choose your new suit and overcoat from the 
mqst comprehensive stock in town ..• the season's. smartest 
styles and fabrics, the newest colorings .• , fabrics of the quality 
usually priced at $50, or more ... tailored and finished with 
masterly skill to the last small detail. 
Any Busine~s $uit, Overcoat, Tuxedo and 
Full ,'Dress Suit in Any Richman. Brothers 
Store in the U.S. is Always the S~me Price 
~ . 
, ,zzso 
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Tl-IE RICl-IMAN BROTl-IERS CO. 
/ 114 West Fifth Street 
Open Saturday Until 9 P. M. 
Just 01\e Richman Store in Cincinnatt 
'1 
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A Soph's 
I 
Fables 
---.,-
By\ 
ADRIAN ·A. DAUGHERTY 
Ve Herausankommen! 
"I guess I brought home the bacon 
rind," quoth McDevltt on wriggling 
over for a touchdown. 
Now that the Prince of Wales and 
his brother, bonny Prince George, have 
THE. XAVERIAN NEWS 
always the power to act In acccrdlnce' 
with Its wants and nothing hitherto 
waa ever attempted in the way of 
bringing about a drastic reform, and It 
remained a mooted question. 
But now things · Wiii be dlfterent. 
With this new and modern convenience 
a revival in and an Impetus to sleigh-
ing Is looked for with the first snow. 
No more wlll the collines of Xavier 
campus be devoid of living things In 
the brisk coolth <In contradistinction 
to warmth> of the evening, but yon 
hill side will abound with gay young ' 
men a-sliding down, but walking up, 
mind you! 
And you have to admit that that Is 
something toward having upright 
youths part of the time at least-for· 
getting for the moment that they wm 
be on the do~ngrade when riding. 
111nnh 
JJ1nr 
U!qnugqt 
-~~~.-.c~ ........ ---·-.. ·-~ 
Columnists: 
Adrian A. Daugherty '32 
William J. Wise '30 
James J. Shea •ao 
taken to knitting and crocheting what "i==============:;i 
say you to the proposal that I give my ; 
Hidden away among the books of 
the library are some very unique treas• 
urea lq the form of rare volumes. 
During the last few days the most com· 
petent of the library assistants, Mr. 
Anton, Mr. Maggini and Mr. Feldhaus 
have been kept very busy assorting 
and arranging the most precious of 
these old books for exhibition. 
One of the finest of the collection Is 
a manuscript of St. John Chrysostom 
who was often 'called the "Golden 
Mouth" because of his Demosthenian 
eloquence. It is entitled '"Chrysostom! 
Commentaria In EvangeUcls et Ser-
mones." The work which dates from 
about the 13th century Is written In 
a neat legible Gothic hand on very 
thin vellum. The letters themselves 
are the Latin but their style and em-
bellishment partakes of the Gothic. 
There are over a thousand pages In 
the volume and each one Is a work of 
art In Itself. Each paragraph begins 
with a highly ornamental letter made 
of several colors, red and blue usually 
predominating. When printing was 
finally Introduced by Guttenberg In 
1462 these highly decorated paragraph 
capitals were taken as models for all 
ornamental lettering and In our own 
time especially as the models for the 
letters heading the columns in ou1· 
newspapers. We also see · traces of 
these old Gothic characters in the lnl· 
tial letter of chapters in present day 
books .. 
Reporters: 
Kiiian A. Kirschner, Thompson Willett, 
Vaughri, George E. Winter, Albert Worst, 
Rensing, Edward Geiser. 
Harry Foley, Francis 
John Clemons, Julius 
impression of other's impressions of the 
homecoming game? For this purpose Q c•t . 
1et us consider the case of the average ueen I y 
family of Mr. Old Grad, and the sen-
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THE NEWS' PROGRAM 
FOR A GREATER ST. XAVIER 
A Greater and Stronger Alumni Association. 
Better Inter-departmental Co-operation. 
An All-College Newspaper. 
A Red Letter Day-
Today all roads lead to St. Xavier, where Homecoming Week 
is brought to a climax by the dedilllltion of the new stadium. Thus 
the annual event is made doubly attractive for the returning stu· 
dents of yesterday, who grew with the college and are living today 
to enjoy and share in its further development. From a modest 
inception St. Xavier has grown to imposing proportions and its 
evolution to the admirable institution it is now, is due in no small 
part to the ·unflagging devotion of the alumni. Each year's grad· 
uates have taken their places in the ranks of loyal Musketeers and 
have spared neither time nor thought nor finances to see their Alma 
Mater become the substantial form of years of envisioning. 
The gratitude of the student body of St. Xavier to the people 
of the city, whose generosity made the stadium a grand .reality, can 
be expressed in no more fitting way than by the assurance that the 
college will always have the best interests of the Queen City at 
heart and strive to make the citizens justly proud of the achoo!. 
Let the alumni return to· the college with a sensation of genuine 
atisfaction for the part they have p)ayed in the prosperity of the 
nstitution. The undergraduates of today have much to learn from 
he students of former years but we have no fear .that the example 
will fall on barren ground. 
Welcome to the Musketeer Stronghold, then, Alumni and rest 
assured that the traditional spirit of comradeship and hospitality 
will be in evidence this year just as at former reunions. 
Robert J. O'Brien-
Former. Senator Robert J. O"Brien of Cincinnati said, before 
the Ohio legislature,• in 191 7: "A man cannot be true to his God 
unless he is true to his Country, neither can a man be true to his 
Country unless he is true to his God." These words were uttered 
by Senator O'Brien in a stirring speech on the proposed bill to re-
quire the reading of the Declaration of Independence in all schools 
of Ohio. These two convictions have .. thoroughly imbued Mr. 
O'Brien's long service as a representative of the people. 
Within the past week, Ex-Senator O"Brien's name has been 
identified with two outstanding gifts to St. Xavier College. A 
magnificent landscaping development that will add immeasurably 
to the prestige of the college from an architectural standpoint has 
been made possible through his princely generosity. Likewise, the 
sumptuous furnishings in several rooms of the new Biology Building 
have come from the same donor. Earlier in the season, Mr. 
O'Brien made a splendid addition to the entertainment facilities 
for Elet Hall residents. 
In these gifts to the college we see another application of 
Ex-Sanator O'Brien's convictions concerning the place of God and 
Country in the heart of the individual. By aiding the cause of 
Catholic education he is contributing most directly to the preser· 
· vation of those institutions and ideals which he has always been 
most solicitous to preserve in the American nation. · 
Philanthropy has been the very soul of Mr. O'Brien's long res· 
idence in Cincinnati. His reputation has always been that of an 
unfailing friend of the poor and unfortunate and it is said that every 
institution in Cincinnati has felt the benefit of his generosity. Po· 
litically, Ex-Senator O'Brien has been a most active servant of the 
people. He held several terms of office in the Cincinnati city 
council, and was twice elected by a unanimous vote of his ward. 
These local honors were stepping stones to his two successful terms 
in the Ohio state senate. 
We rejoice with the College in having so devoted a friend as 
Robert J. O'Brien. He has most convincingly shown the magnitude 
. of his interest in Xavier as a civic and a national asset. 
The Old Fight-
what ls the matter with his Interfer-
ence? He was good for at least twenty 
five yards If that other half had taken 
out his man. That boy's really got 
the goods, I'm telling you George. All 
he needs Is half-a-chance. And what 
I mean he gets It natural. 
"I remember back In 19- when old 
X didn't have more than a few men 
out! Those were the days of real 
football. You had to be tough then, 
for there was no one to take your 
place. There was that Podunk game 
which I can never forget. I played 
through three entire quarters with a 
broken shoulder blade, played when 
the field seemed to be reeling and 
jumping under my feet. I had to, not 
another man was left who could even 
fake playing Juli, and It was THE 
game of the year. Boy, by the time 
that was over there'd been some fight, 
I tell you. But we won, and that was 
all that mattered. 
'"No, they don't make them as tough 
as they used to. There was Bill Blank 
who played guard on that same team, 
and what a sweet guard he was. I 
remember In that game wlth-(Jump-
ing upl "George, George, did you see 
that? That was Junior that crashed 
through the line then I Just like It 
~;asn't there. I always did say, 'Like 
father, like son.' What's that? St. X 
offside? Hasn't that linesman got any 
eyes-Hye, llnesma'n? Where do you 
get that stuff? This Is a football 
game, not a guessing contest. 
A Ch.ip Off Tl\e Old Block 
"What d'ya thinka that, George? 
That was the rawest deal I've ever 
seen a headllnesman pull. He doesn't 
like Junior for some reason or other 
. . . l'm going to talk to that bird 
personally after the game, just see if 
I don't. Think of letting him get away 
with that stuff. My gosh. 
"Ow I There he goes again •.. he's 
gonna make It George .•. he's almost 
there . . . Hye, get that other back, 
you half out there . . . Got lead In 
your shoes? Go on Junior, dodge that 
ham ... he's over, George, he's overt 
(Clutching George's new Stetson and 
crushing It between his hands) Gosh, 
that was some run .... I knew It was 
In you, Junior! Knew It all the time. 
Boy, this Is a real game. He sure 
knows his, onions, eh George? 
·But George has sneaked away to an· 
other section safer for · his raiment, 
and the Old Grad wanders why. 
Now for Junior's viewpoint: 
Junior: '"Darn, this is a lot tougher 
than I expected. But we'll get 'em 
though. Wonder who'll get the camel's 
hair coat . . . The guy with the most 
St. X appeal, I guess. ,Whaew, this 
Is tough, but we'll take •em. 
Also daughter's: 
For The Sake of-
Daughter: "Look Louise, there's 
Smyth. Number 29. Where's Tom to-
day? Ohl There's the best looking 
fellow playing guard on that other 
team. See him? Number 00. Oh, 
that's fullback, is it . • . Well there's 
not much difference, and he is awfully 
good looking, I don't care what he Is. 
Little Bobby: '"Gee, this is a keen 
game: Gee . . . Gee, this Is keen. 
'Mrs. Old Grad: "Yes, Old Grad 
went to a football game this afternoon. 
He wanted me to go but I told him 
that I wasn't feeling so well. Your 
lead Mrs. Jones . . . Hearts are trumps 
. . . I forget whom they are playing 
th~ time. Dlnmore or some 11uch 
name ... · Yes, Junior plays I think. 
I'm always scared that he'll be In-
jured-he's so delicate any way. But 
Old Grad says there's nothing to worry 
about . . . Why no, I just dealt last 
... Wasn't that a darling weddlng!I 
At every homecoming there are the 
little groupments of several old grads 
and they are eternally recalling the 
ludicrous antics of the wits that used 
to be here. 
Maybe it's not necessary, but It's my 
opinion that those former wits now 
have .half-brothers here-but I am the 
first one· of my family to attend this 
school! 
Evolution 
Exception was taken to an editorial of last week that somewhat 
riled the team. We were told that the criticism of Musketeer Spirit 
was inopportune psychologically and incorrect rhetorically, having 
appeared at a time when anything but bouquets was being presented If any of you happen to be sitting 
to the squad and hav;ng been tinctured with a vitriolic pen, too crit· in the west side of the stadium you 
ically wielded. . In answer we can only instance the one-hundred may be in a position to notice the 
percent improvement in team spirit as shown against Oglethorpe, an landscaping that Is going on on the 
opposite side of the dale. This Im· 
opponent conceded to have a decided advantage. While hesitat• provement, as you well know, Is being 
ing to attribute the marked change entirely to the effect of the ed· undertaken as.a result of the 'generos• 
itorial in question, we feel that the criticism of the morale of the lty of the friend of the studying man, 
team served its purpose. Some were of the opinion that the stu· former Senator Robert J. O'Brien. How-
den! body had deserted the Musketeers in adversity and only in· ever, you probably don't know why 
tended to remain loyal and enthusiastic in the baJmy days of suc• those steps are there Instead of just 
cess. Personally, we know that straightforward, direct-from-the· a wcky path or some other kind of 
shoulder . criticism is far superior than a wishy-washy, hypocritical approach to the driveway. All right, all right, I'll tell you. 
attitude of fawning loyalty. If the student body took no interest It seems that the good salon has 
in ·the success of the team we would not give one inch of space to assumed the paradoxically unorthodox 
football in this paper. But, it is because the students realize that Idea. that the youth of the nation Is 
the. Musketeers are the embodiment of all they hold as ideals that not well on the way to the bow-wows, 
honest indignation, at a turn-about-face from traditional pluck and and that all that It needs Is a good 
determination, is expressed. The effect of the. so-called exceaaive 'place to sleigh-ride. Hence the steps. 
and unwarranted criticism, coupled with other factor&, evidently From this Immemorial the lack of' 
ierved to resurrect the old fight in a team that ()gl th f d suitable means of ascent after a coast 
h h G 
• e orpe oun down has been recognized by Young 
tou~ er. t an. eorgaa. Af!er a momentary lapse the boys have America a.a the crying need of all 
again hat their cuatomary atrade and we are proud of them I sleigh-riders. Howev~~· youth ha.a not 
By Gale F. Grogan 
It Is to correct the general Impres-
sion that romance is not. to be found 
in Cincinnati that this column Is writ-
ten. The author through observation, 
has arrived at the conclusion that 
there is just as much interest to be 
found among the half million of Cin-
cinnati than among the seven m11llon 
of New York. 
New York has its East Side, Chicago 
Its Ghetto and Cincinnati Its West 
End. There are certain sections of our 
fair city which rival in slwnmishness 
Of I may be permitted to coin a word> 
anything that the largest cities of the 
country have to offer. The following 
Incident may not serve to awaken any 
sanguine emotions in your breast, but 
truth is seldom pleasant. Down on 
west Liberty Street close to the beau-
tiful stream once furnished the power 
to turn huge mill wheels, stands a di-
lapidated tenement five stories In 
height containing approximately eighty 
rooms. These rooms furnish shelter 
tor the minus one hundred ot Cincin-
nati. On the first :rioor is to be found 
a family occupying a single room of 
no vast proportions and boasting of 
one only window to Jessen the gloom. 
This family has enough boys for a 
baseball team and enough daughters 
to carry the equipment. At a rough 
estimate let us say there are tourteen, 
I know there are more. 
The day I happened upon this squalid 
array, while taking a school census, 
there were at home besides the human 
progeny, the father and mother; a dog 
with a litter of six puppies; ·a cat, not 
to be outdone by her hereditary en· 
emy, with a family of seven round 
gray balls of feline life: three hens; 
a multitude of chicks and a mangy 
rooster. A none too agreeable odor 
emanated from the black hole. The 
feeble light emitted by the single win-
dow was swallowed by a plentiful col· 
lectlon of raged clothing of every de-
scription hung' up In hope that It 
might dry. If I have seemed to over-
draw a melancholy picture, those ques-
tioning my statements may verify them 
at any time by visiting the neighbor-
hood In which the tenement I speak of 
Is located and they wlll find the same 
conditions existing In a multitude of 
ramshackle buildings, In a greater or 
lesser degree ... 
New York! your slums alone do not. 
harbor those who dally taste of the 
bitter fruit of starvation and rise each 
morning· to greet a day filled with 
stench, pains of hunger, toll and un-
happiness. 
··------
NEW BOOKS 
Are Purchased for the College 
Library. 
"Tradition and Hugh Walpole" by 
Clemence Dane is the latest biography 
In the library and to my mind at least 
the most Interesting. Not even "The 
Master Builder" nor the Galsworthy 
and the Barrie, though they may sur· 
pass It In other respects can approach 
it in this.. The author has written half 
a dozen novels as many plays and sev-
eral volumes of criticism and Is very 
well qualified for fulfilling the present 
task. 
One peculiar feature about the "make 
up" of the book attracts attention. 
Each chapter starts ·about two~thlrds 
from the top of the page and gives one 
the uncomfortable impression that the 
printer has omitted something. 
But enough for the "geography" of 
the book. The work Itself starts with 
a general discussion of literature that 
is stimulating in the extreme. Every-
thing from Shakespeare to Kipling is 
commented on by the author. "The 
Castle of Otranto" and Its successor 
"The Mysteries of Udolpho" which 
Jane Austen mentions so often In her 
novels are brought to the reader's at-
tention. Even Don Quixote makes his 
appearance. 
The second half of the book Is de-
voted mainly to Hugh Walpole, but not 
In the ordinary way. There, Is a pau-
city of details about Walpole himself 
but an abundance of remarks about his 
worl<S. In this book the struggles of 
the young author for recognition, his 
hack writing, his. rejection slips, are 
all omitted. In their place we find an 
Interpretation of, and selections from, 
the works themselves. These, e. g. 
"Portrait of a Man with Red Hair", 
Dane comments on In a very lively 
fashion, bringing In references to Ib-
sen, George Sand, Poe, and any one 
else who wm help hun Illustrate his 
point. And literature thus Indirectly 
comes within his purview. This run-
ning fire of comments Is kept up 
throughout the ·book; the arguments 
the author uses are strengthened by 
examples. It Is this Macaulayan trait 
that makes "Tradition and Hugh Wal-
pole" so Interesting. For It ta only 
when a man has stocked his mind with 
the ldeas1 of those who went before 
him, assimilated and digested them, 
and fitted them Into grooves' ·1n his own 
mind that he' can give axpre88lon to 
hta own thoughts In a clear and force-
ful manner. •" 
Has Romantic History 
The volume Chrysostom! has oak 
sides, a fiat back and Is held together 
by means of leather thongs. Small 
wooden pegs secure these thongs in the 
oak sides. 
On the last page of the volume some 
one with poetic aspirations has written 
a verse of thirty-two lines to Mary, the 
daughter of Henry VIII who Is rather 
unjustly known to history as "Bloody 
Mary". The poem Is in Tudor English 
and almost undecipherable, at least, 
by a modern. It was written In 1553, 
about three hundred years after the 
making of the book, when the Ill.-
starred Mary was just ready to take 
up the queenly sceptre. 
.There are two conjectures as to the 
manner In which the book came to be 
preserved. The most prevalent Is that 
some monk took It and carried It away 
with him at the time of the dissolu-
tion of the monasteries by Henry VIII. 
A Collector's Gem 
Another interesting book Is a 15th 
century copy of the "Omce" bound In 
oak and covered with specially treated 
leather. It Is ornamented With brass 
corners and medallions. 
One of the really great treasures Is 
the "Gallas Abbas Cisterciensis Dia-
Iogus Malogranarum Dlctus de Statu 
Proficlentlum et Perfectorum." It Is a 
first edition and. a very thick folio of 
the black letter type with rubricated 
capitals. It Is printed In the customary 
Latin and as the title indicates treats 
of the ways and means of perfect liv· 
Ing. It Is really a superb monument to 
early printing. The work is bound In 
oak and is covered with tooled pig 
skin. Brass corners add further to the 
beauty and durablllty of the book. The 
work Itself-a beautiful specimen of 
early typography-is printed In double 
columns In slender Gothic characters 
with considerable sk111 and much at-
tention to marginal beauty. It Is ad-
mitted to be quite a rarity by all bibli-
ographers who have seen It. Even the 
great book collectors of years ago, 
Goignat, La Valliere, Pinelli, Kloss and 
Spenser did not have a single copy of 
it. The volume Itself Is about the size 
of the Nuremberg Chronicle and dates 
from 1468. It was presented to the 
college by John Bower of Fayetteville 
In 1884. 
' For The PhlloS'lpher 
The Rules of the Cenobite hermits Is 
another of the noteworthy antiques. It 
dates from the year 1485 and treats of 
the hermits' laws of living. The book 
was printed In Basie, Germany. Em-
bossed on Its cover Is a large Tudor 
Rose. Perhaps the reason for this was 
the fact that the year which saw the 
printing of the book saw also the end 
of the famous War of the Roses. 
"Sermons in Praise of the Saints" 
is another book printed In the snme 
place, Basie, Germany. The copy dates 
from 1490 and was brought out by 
Nlcholns Kester and bears on Its front 
page the printer's stamp-in this In· 
stance-two shields hanging from the 
limb of a tree. 
The "Wol'kS of Peter Lombard" cam .. 
mented on by Durandus is another of 
the rare volumes. Both of these men 
were famous scholastics of the time . 
Durandus is known as tho Doctor 
Resolutiss!mus. He rejected the sens!· 
ble and lntellegible species, an active 
Intellect and advocated nomlnallsm. 
He has also been called the Locke of 
Scholastic Philosophy. His commen-
taries on the work of Peter Lombard 
are perhaps better known than the 
work Itself. The book Is a 1553 edition 
of the famous printer Nicholas petlt 
and was first brought out at Lyons. As 
is noticeable here the last name of the 
printer appears In small letters. This 
was the custom of the time. 
Polyglot Collection 
Among the other rarities Is a very 
old Japanese book on astronomy. It 
Is beautifully Illustrated and printed 
on a specially prepared papler mache. 
A Cosmography dating from 1550 con-
tillns the Ideas of the times on that 
subject. It Includes In Its purview al-
most all the countries then known. It 
Is covered with·· tooled leather, while. 
twine ·about the back takes the place 
of the customary leather thongs. The 
book contains many maps and Is done 
In fine Venetian lettering. 
Josephus' History of the Jews Is an-
other of the rarities. The title page Is 
hand Illuminated. There ts ·also Bil 
Etheoplan and Latin Dictionary print· 
MUSKETEER ROSTER FOR 1929 
1: ·Denotes letter man. 
Name P081tlon Sehool Year Home To-
&Frank O'Bryan, Co-Captain .... end aenlor Lolliarille 
Leo Smyth .................................... end 
Paul Lynch .................................... end 
.John Tracy .................................... end 
.Jim Shea ...................................... end 
aopb Cincinnati 
aopb · Cincinnati 
Janlar Cbloqo 
senior Columbus 
Bob Erben .................................... end 
.Jim Grlflln .................................... end 
Paul Hurbes .................................. end 
Bart Su111van ................................ end 
Tom Thomas .................... :7 .......... end 
WOiiam Honnemeyer .................. end 
.tanlor Cincinnati 
111pb Cincinnati 
110ph CblHlcothe 
soph Cincinnati 
aoph Youngstown 
111pb Clnclnaatl 
Dan Boeh ...................................... end 
Constantine Mehaa .................... end 
soph Newpori 
soph Cincinnati 
Joe Scott .......................................... nd sopb Covington 
.Joo Bartlett .................................... end Junior Cincinnati 
Gus Moorman .............................. end sopb Cincinnati 
xHal Stotsbery, Co-Captain .... tackle senior Cotumbus 
Bud Rlelage .................................. tackle Junior Clnelnnatl 
Bernard Wilhelm .... : ................... tackle sopb Akron 
Bernard Phelan ............................ tackle sopb Columbus 
Elmer Glassmeyer ...................... tackle soph Clnclnnall 
xFrank Knlery ................................ tackle 
Willard Taylor .............................. guard 
Andrew Schmidt .......................... Pan! 
jun•r Syraeme, N. Y. 
soph Chilllcot.be 
90ph Cincinnati 
.Jim Stout ........................................ guard junior Cincinnati 
Fred Wllklemeyer ........................ guard senior l\luskogee, Ok. 
Bob Terlau ...................................... jtt:ard soph Cincinnati 
Ell Mersch ...................................... guard junior Cincinnati 
Paul Bonnot .................................. guard 
Gene Holscher .............................. guard 
soph . Canton, o. 
. junior Cincinnati 
x.John Markiewicz ........................ guard junior Chlcaro 
xDa..ve 11armon .............................. center junior lndi:mapolls 
Charley Hope ................................ center Junior Cincinnati 
Carl Sprengard ............ , ................ center soph Cincinnati 
Bob Fay .......................................... center sopb Cincinnati 
xLloyd Deddens .............................. quarter back 
Wefrht 
168 
160 
148 
165 
152 
158 
150 
150 
16Z 
175 
150 
139 
lM 
152 
167 
148 
232 
203 
183 
211 
22ll 
200 
178 
164 
165 
158 
165 
167 
145 
170 
175 
189 
165 
178 
152 
168 
165 
142 
162 
153 
161 
123 
178 
1st 
14' 
163 
170 
152 
us 
148 
182 
175 
158 
junior Loulsvllle 
xTom Daugherty ............................ quarter back senior Indianapolis 
Hugh Cline• .................................. quarter back junior LouL•ville 
Paul Kelley .................................... quarter back HO Pb Chicago 
Lou llleyer ...................................... quarter back Mph Cincinnati 
Felix McCarthy ............................ quarter back junior Cincinnati 
William Scanlon .......................... quarter back sopb Clnclnaatl 
xKenny Schaefer .......................... half back junior LoutsvtHe 
xllarry Foley ............................. : ...• half back Junior Cincinnati 
Bob Brand ...................................... half back junior Cincinnati 
xFrank McPevlU ............................ half back junior Louisville 
Tom Morrissey .............................. half back aoph Cincinnati 
Tom Insco ...................................... half back aoph Cincinnati 
Charles Ryan ................................ half back soph Covington 
Jack Dreyer .................................... half back sopb Cincinnati 
Cyril Bolger .................................. full back soph Cincinnati 
Paul Beckwith .............................. full back aoph 1 Cincinnati 
Bernard Burke ............................ full back sopb Cincinnati 
ed In 1660 by the Raycraft press which 
has since become so famous. 
The '"Meditations Tot de Heyllge 
Communle op alle de Sondagen des 
Jaeres" Is a book on thoughts on Holy 
Communion for all Sundays In the 
year. It is written In Dutch by Abra· 
ham Van Der Matt, Chaplain of the 
Abbey of Doorit In Holdan and was 
printed at Antwerp In 1685. In tone 
the book seems to lean towards Jan-
senism for It advises Communion very 
Infrequently and then only after much 
rigorous preparation. 
In "The Philosopher's Stone"-a 
book printed In 1612 the old Ideas on 
alchemy are treated at length. Chem-
istry students who are endowed with 
more than their share of ambition 
might find It of Interest to read the 
entire work. It is by SOiomon Tres· 
mosen of Paris. The ambiguous use of 
philosophical term• ls represented very 
amusingly by means of comical pic-
tures.• 
The justly famous "Imitation of 
Christ" by Thomas A. Kempis Is also 
among the old treasures. It is found 
in many different languages, e. g, 
French, Spanish and Italian. There is 
a very well preserved old English edi-
tion of the book, stamped 1615, Ant-
werp. 
A l\lodern Touch 
Dean's 
Letter 
BJ' Rev. Daniel M. o•conneu. s . .J, 
ClaSB honors are merited by 
those whO' average "A" during 
the year. Before presenting pos· 
sible candidates for June prizes, 
it will be well to say a brief word 
to those who fell below '"C" or 
even '"D'". Most likely they 
did not apply themselves suffi-
ciently. They will have a chance 
in December to redeem their poor 
record. There are times when 
we all err and make mistakes. 
To acknowledge this and to cor-
rect it is a part of our character-
development. St. · Peter was a 
noble example in this. You can 
give your parents no better Christ· 
mas gift than the best notes you 
can make. You will feel hap· 
A "Hooke of Presidents" bea1·s the pier by doing so. 
date of 1641. It would perhaps better 
be termed, according to moderns, 'A For the Archbishop McNicho-
"Booke of Precedents" as It was writ- las Philosophy Medal, the follow· 
ten bef01·e president in our sense of ing are leading: 
the word was ever thought of. · It Is a L. Boeh 
book on social "Behaviorism00 by some J. Cook F. Howard 
ancient Watson in whose day "Be· E. Tepe 
havlorism" had the same signification E. Geiser F. Vaughan~ 
as etiquette. G. Grogan A. Worst ·\ 
A copy of the "Satires of Juvenal" C. Hogan 
by Von der Aa, a famous Dutch print- , 
er was Issued In 1695 at Louvaln. It For the Dr. Dumler Junior-
contains a rather amusing dedication Philosophy Medal: 
to an old gentleman who was the pos- G. Eilerman E. Manning 
sessor of a string of titles five times as B. Fipp A. Muckerheide 
long as a college professor's. H. Foley . E. Vonderhiar 
The library also has the first Ger· E. Heiselman E. V orwoldt . 
man-Engltsh Lexicon ever published. · 
This book wns Issued In 1716 at Lelp- G. Johnson T. Willett i 
zig by Thomas Fritschen and Is valued For the German Prize: i 
~~n!~~~e~~ ~~~e~ ~~;ic~~u~ev:n~~~~~~ G. Eil.erman A. Muckerheitie 
century binding of specially treated E. He1selman J. Shea 
vellum. A 1741 edition of the "'Omce For the French Prize: 
of the Blessed Virgin" Is one of the I C. Hogan F. Howa1·d 
most' interesting books of the callee- T. Hogan 
tlon. It contains the same office In . • • 
Italian, Greek, Hebrew, Latin and For the Sparush Prize: 
Spanish. D. Powers 
Among the more recent curios Is an Th I C II • E 1· 
Irish Grammar by John Collins of e nter- o eg!ate ng 1sh 
Trinity College Dublin The book is prospects may be iudged from 
entirely hand \~rltten. 0 Another treas· the following "A" students in the 
ure is a pastoral letter of Cardinal four years: 
Mercier of Belgium written In 1914. F. Brearton P. Desmond 
Cases Needed For Books J. Clemens L. Feldhaus 
The above volumes represent but a L. Ginocchio P. Hilbert 
few of the more interesting works se- R. Reitz B. Menkhaus 
lected from a very large and valuable A. Siewert W Muehlenkamp 
collection. · At the present time the 11· J. Winstel E. Heise Iman 
brary has no cases for these volumes 
and Interesting though they are, they P. Rolfes W. Hueoing 
must be relegated to the stacks to Ian- J Cleary G. Johnson 
gulsh there unseen and unsung until J. Hamilton A. Mayer 
some· generous person comes along to E.' Keating A. Muckerheide 
play the part of a Prince Charming to R. Kelley E. Vonderhaar 
these ancient sleeping beauties. Here M. o· Hare T. Willet.t 
ariiong hundreds of volumes their M. Weber L. Boeh 
charms are neglected for only occa- J. Anton A. Worst 
slonally and with a great deal of labor 
can they be brought forth and placed And the lnter-CoUegiate Latin 
on' exhibition. For want at proper prospects from: 
housing some of them wlll no doubt L. Boeh L. Quill 
become much damaged as times go on; J. Cook. A. Muckerheide 
the!~ value will be unappreciated and P. Hilbert E. Vonderhaar 
their· worth will gradually diminish. 
Even now one of the most valuable of H. Bens A Worst 
the books Is missing, and unless the R. Buetter I R. Reitz 
library acquires some cases and es- J. Dewan W. Schmidt 
peclally lshow cases the ;books can L. Ginocchio J. Winstel 
neither be adequately preserved nor J. Knab 
properly exhibited. 
I 
Notre Dame football players absent 
WHAZZIS? from college on football trips will no 
-
1 longer miss their Sunday service. A 
Comes the . announcement that chapel has been added to the traveling 
Northwestern MlsllOUrl State Teachers' equipment. It Is the "Traveling 
College· has recently opened .Its college Church" built some time ago for the 
kindergarten. What a lucky break tor B. & o. railroad for the use of the 
the freshmen <?l. road's eecleslaatlcal guests. 
_,,·· 
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Musketeer Yodelers Enjoy 
. Reputation of Suc~ess 
Clef Club, Youngest of College Activities, 
Busy Thia Year. 
An Important feature of every college 
I• the nature of its extra-curricular ac-
tivities. St.· Xavier College has always 
been renowned for Its cultural societies, 
Almost as old as the Institution 'itself 
are the names of Its Phllopedlan · So-
ciety, Its Masque Society, and its Dante 
Olub. 
Four years ago, a new organization 
entered the exclusive ranks of these 
· societies. It was indeed a new organ!-
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Editions 
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games 
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Managing Editor, 
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zatlon, but one which was destined to 
develop by leaps and bounds, each year 
accomplishing better things, each time 
scoring more noteworthy successes, 
Organized 
The pioneers, the Rev. John F. 
Walsh, S. J., formerly of St. Xavier, 
and John King Musslo of the St. Xa· 
vier faculty, can look back with pride 
and satisfaction on the result of their 
glorloUs effort In giving St. Xavier 
College and the city of Cincinnati such 
a splendid organization as the Clef 
Club has proved Itself to be. 
David Jones was the first director. 
With a handful of members and rely-
ing upon the kindness of chance, the 
Clef Club prepared Itself to enter the 
ranks of Cincinnati's select music cir-
cle. At the public concert which was 
presented. the Club received a splendid 
ovation of appreciation. From that 
time forward, ·the Clef ,Club became an 
accepted musical organization of Cin-
cinnati. 
The second year found Mr. Frederick 
Mye1· the conductor of the organiza-
tion. Again the Club gained favor with 
the public by its performances. Mr. 
Myers received the appointment as or-
ganist at St. Mary's ChUl'Ch, Hyde 
Park, in this city. Due to the fa.ct 
that his new' duties required exclusive 
attention, Mr. Myers found it Impos-
sible to continue in the capacity as di-
rector of the Clef Club. 
"Sa~arkand" 
The year 1928-1929 was an outstand-
ing period. "Samarkand," an all-male 
musical comedy was presented by the 
Clef club and the Masque society com-
bined. This was the first time that 
Cincinnntl hnd the privilege of seeing 
such 11 project. Late in the year, a 
public recital of the Club was held 
in Hamilton Memorlnl Auditorium un-
der the direction of Sherwood Knlns. 
The triumph was by far the most re-
markable of all the Club's achieve-
ments. 
Mr. Richard Fluke ha.> succeeded 
Sherwood Ka.ins as director this year. 
He belleves that the Club can progress 
still further during the coming year. 
JESVIT INSTITUTIONS IN THE 
VNITED STATES 
Fordham University 
By Thompson WWett 
Fordham, University, one of the 
largest of the Jesuit institutions of the 
United States, Is located In New York 
City. It was established In 1841, and 
during the time of Its existence has 
made great progress, emulating that of 
the great city In which It is located. 
It was not untU 1846 that the Society 
of Jesus took charge of the lnstitu• 
tlon. Father Thebaud, who had prevl• 
ously been located at st. Mary's, Ky., 
was the first Jesuit president of Ford· 
ham. 
Fordham gives degrees In medicine, 
law, commerce, and libera.1 arts. Its 
courses rank with the best. 
.:---·-·-.. -----~ 
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co~oPERATION 
Urged By Edmund o. Doyle. 
1 
President of Student Council 
Greets Alumni at Annuai 
Get-Together. 
The student body of St. Xavier ex-
tends a hearty welcome to the hosts of 
returning alumni this Homecoming 
Day. It does so with the fond ·hope 
that friendships may be formed and 
Edmund D. Doyle 
acquaintances renewed not only in a 
spirit of comradeship, but that the 
alumni and students wlll work together 
in greater harmony for the benefit of 
St. Xavier. The members of the un-
dergraduate body are Intensely inter-
ested in the future development of 
their Alma Mater; no task is too gt\rat, 
no labor too arduous for them, if only 
the educational, athletic or social ac-
tivities of the college are advanced. 
They realize, however, that nothing 
can be accomplished without the sup-
port or·,the alumni. In union there Is 
strength, and it is only in the cooper-
ation of the graduates and students 
that we will achieve this strength. We 
agree In ideals and purpose; It re-
mains for us to translate these Ideals 
Into active cooperation. 
Every real student at heart belongs 
to the Alumni Association, and every 
loyal alumnus is In spirit at least, a 
member of the student body. The ac-
tive participation of all undergraduates 
in the activities of the college bids fair 
to correct a glaring evil In alumni cir· 
cles-the lack of interest shown by 
the younger members In the projects 
of the school. On this Homecoming 
Day we, therefore, not only rededicate 
ourselves to the Ideals or Alma Mater. 
We pledge ours~lves to labor unceasing-
ly for her glory and material progress. 
ADVANCED LATIN CLASS 
Emplo1s Seminar Method In Tralnlnl' 
For Intereolle&"la&e1 Conteat 
The seminar method of class pro-
ceedure has been adopted by the ad· 
vanced ·Intercollegiate Latin class for 
the remainder of the year by Father 
Gregory J. Derschug S. J. profeBSOr of 
Latin, who is in charge of the class. 
By the seminar method the students 
are required to undertake Individual 
research Into various phases of class 
work and to prepare weekly papers for 
class discussion. Most of the work, 
both In and out of class will be carried 
on by the ~tudents under the direction 
of the professor. 
At present the Intercollegiate Latin 
class is studying the play of Plautus 
from which Shakespeare is believed to 
have taken several of the characters 
and Incidents found In "The Taming 
of the Shrew." This fact is signified 
In view of the forthcoming presenta-
tion of the latter play by the St. Xavier 
Masque Society. ' 
In Your Assignments-
Neatne~s Counts! 
ENGRAVING 
DONE FREE· 
OF CHARGE 
Professors ha~e a way of assuming 
that everything that they cannot 
read is all wrong, even though it 
may· be perfect. A scratchy 
pen or inferior ink detract 
from the neatness of your 
papers. Write with 
Skrip-in a Shea~er 
Pen, from 
Gibson & Perin. 
ENGRAVING 
DONE FREE 
OF CHARGE 
GIBSON & PERl:N 
121 West Fourth Street 
!..---~~------------------------~ 
Generosity Of Loca'l Arfistl 
Helps Beautify College . I 
Mr. Louis C. Vogt Donates Five Pieces!' 
To Adorn President's Quarters., · 
Five beautiful o!l-palntings; the 
work of a local artist, Mr. Louis c. 
Vogt, have 'been presented to the Col-
lege. during the past week. The pie" 
tures, which are outstanding examples 
of Mr; Vogt's genius, have received 
high praise from local art critics. They 
are to be displayed In the reception-
parlor of the president's suite _In the 
new Biology Building. 
The topics of the pictures are scenes 
which yield most readUy to the power 
of Mr. Vogt's brush as revealed by a 
study of his work. The best of the 
group, according to art critics, Is the 
scene "Nuremburg, Germany", Those 
who have seen this canvas rank it 
among the best · examples of urban 
beauty taken froiµ the char~lng old· 
world cities. 
"Street Scene in Keedysville, Mary-
land" has been pronounced the next 
ranking picture In the collection. It ls 
a glimpse of the tranquil village-life 
found in the average American rural 
community. An antiquated motor-ve-
hicle in the center of the scene gives 
the picture a subdued animation that 
has been called on outstanding quality 
of Vogt's work. ' 
"Cairo" is a bizarre picture rich in 
Eastern coloring. In contrast Is the 
sombre-colored "Old Moat, Nurem-
burg." A scene that Mr. Vogt Is said 
to delight in, whenever the country-
side presents one, is found in "The 
Old Bridge, Keedysville, Maryland.'' 
The artist is one of the most 1rlter-
estlng characters whi> have become 
prominent In local art circles. Al· 
though well past the middle age of life 
he still vigorously pursues the profes-
sion that has made him one of the 
Queen City's outstanding native sons. 
The pictures presented to the Col-
lege, scenes from two hemispheres, give 
small hint of Mr. Vogt's nomadic life. 
His friends call him a "wanderer on 
the face of the earth''. He may indi· 
cate his Intention to seek ·some hidden 
beauty in the Rocky Mountains, and 
when next heard from, months later, 
will be In Algeria sketching some 
sleepy Arab town. • 
Donor Well Liked By Contrera 
Cincinnati, which he loves as dearly 
as his art, has often been the subject 
of Mr. Vogt's skillful brush. Several 
years before the World War, his paint-
ings of 11Fountaln Square", 11The Sus-
pension Bridge", "The Bend of the 
Ohio River from Eden Park", and "The 
Public Landing from the Kentucky 
Shore" were selected by a citizens com-
mittee as a fitting souvenir of the 
Queen City to be presented to the 
Hamburg-American .steamship lines 
for permanent display on the liner, 
."Cincinnati". It was,mentloned at the 
time that these pictures would have 
a great historic Import some day be• 
cause the Cincinnati as Mr. Vogt con-
ceived It with Its dingy, old-fashioned 
buildings was rapidly making way for 
the metropolis of skyscrapers and tow-
ers. 
Mr. Vogt's intimate friends tell many 
interesting stories about his very lik-
able eccentricities and the singular 
quality of his character. 
Mr. Clement J. Barnhorn, who for 
many years has held a place among 
the leading sculptors of the nation and 
who is a member of the Board of the 
Cincinnati Art Museum, was busy In 
his "den" high up on the third floor 
of the Art Museum In Eden Park when 
a representative of the News cllmbed 
the three flights of stairs to get some 
informative views of Mr. Vogt from 
one of the latter's most Intimate and 
well-known friends. Mr. Barnhorn, In 
his kindly manner, told the writer to 
take his notes at the table where Mr. 
Vogt and the late Frank Duveneck, 
covlngton's beloved artist of Interna-
tional fame, often sat and discussed 
with the sculptor the problems of art-
istic creation . 
. A Traveler Of Note 
Mr. Barnhorn recounted many tales 
of Vogt's adventures as he heard them 
from the painter's own Ups. During 
the Spanish American War, Vogt found 
himself In California and in need of 
what he termed "discipline for the sake 
ot my art". He enlisted as a member· 
of H Company of the Ninth Infantry 
and was sent to Manila. Army life In 
no way hindered his pursuit of paint-
ing. At the end of a year, because of 
the insistent demands of his friends, 
he sought a release. This was readily 
granted because of the masterful style 
or his art which had been shown in 
some pictures he had painted of army 
life in the Philippines. 
"He is as charming an individual as 
I know and has done some startling 
things in water-color", Mr. Barnhorn 
commented. "The Cincinnati Art Mu-
seum possesses several of his water-col-
ors and I prize one done In Leipzig 
among my personal collection." 
Another personal f1•lend of Vogt's, 
Mt'. w. A. Earls, neglected his business 
duties for a time to tell what he knew , 
of this fascinating Individual. Al- I 
though Vogt is what may be termed a 
conscious artist, he has a constant fear 
ot charging too much. tor his work. To 
demonstrate this trait In the artis~ Mr. 
Earls told of an incident that happened 
many years ago. Several of Vogt's pic-
tures had taken first prize at a Phil· 
adelphia exhibition. On returning to 
Cincinnati he wished to give them to 
the Art Museum. Mr. Oest and Mr: 
Barnhorn, then In charge of the Mu-
seum, offered to pay Vogt for the pic-
tures in view of the excellence of the 
work. They were Insistent. Vogt con-
strued this as a veiled rejection of his 
pictures· and for twenty years carried 
POUJ .. UJOUJ . I DANCE . . 
th.em around in his trunk as a resent-
ment. A few years ago he gave them 
to a friend. · · · 
Although he is now about sixty-five 
and his finances have always been con-
sumed by his constant roamings over 
the globe, Vogt has steadfastly refused 
to allow friends to finance him. When 
asked one day why he did not seek a 
pension from· the Government his re-
ply, was: "That would seem to say that 
I had given up, that I was through". 
And the present vigor and beauty of 
his work are mute indications that the 
artist has many years of fruitful ac• 
tivity ahead of him. 
Modest Ambl&lon 
"It is not Vogt'• ambition to carve 
out a niche for himself among the Im· 
mortais; he loves his art and tries 
only to search out new beauty in the 
commonplace," Mr. Earls said. •iI be-
lieve It is this very quality that will 
give a permanent character to the 
products of Vogt's brush." Mr. Earls 
has several of Vogt's pictures In his 
home. 
Mr. Walter Closson, of e. local art 
firm, handles very much of Mr. Vogt's 
work and is also well acquainted with 
the artist. In appraising Vogt's pic· 
tures Mr. Closson said: "Vogt is In· 
cllned more toward the decorative and 
fanciful than to any other type of 
painting. He is an aesthete and is al· 
ways looking for the picturesque In 
out of the way places. In my opinion, 
his 11thumb00box11 • sketches are . among 
the loveliest bits of painting to be 
found. 
"Native Of City" 
Louis C. Vogt was born in Cincin-
nati in 1864 and as a boy studied In 
the night classes of the Art Academy. 
Later he became a pupll of H. Siddons 
Mowbray and Frank Duveneck, two 
outstanding artists of the last gener-
ation. When a very1young man he be· 
gan the wanderings which he has kept 
up to the present day. , 
Suits •401 5 451 5 50 Overcoats 
BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT 
OUR STORE IS THE 
([ha~tet Jlhwzt 
OF CINCINNATI 
The character of the suits and 
overcoats tailored by Charter House 
will earn your most .sincere liking. 
1l!!'BURKHARDT BR<lfCo 
ANDllEAS E.BURKJlltl\DT Prclirlutl 
.a•JO•Q Eut FoMrllr. Sl~i !Jppp•ifl. Sinl<>•l 
The ~~Mahley" 
Tuxed·o 
COAT AND TROUSERS $29.so 
H~ the smartness and quality of fine custom m!lde gar· 
ments. Styled the way alert young men prefer. Ap-
propriate accoutrements at prices comparably moderate. 
THE MA·BLEY & CAREW CO. 
A· GOOD STORE 
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In a contest In London reeently 180 
bands from 38 counties competed for 
the championship of the British Em· 
plre. The crowd was so great that· sev· 
eral players fainted. The competition 
for the $5,000 prize was won by Charlie 
St. Stephens. The second prize went 
to the C. W. S. band from Glasgow, 
Scotland. 
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loaeph A. Flanapn Co., M E. 
Sbtb Stniet. 
· Belll'J' S~u co~ Sldh and Wal· 
Did. .. 
Tile Clncbmatl Athletlo Goods 
Co., Jne., Ml Main Street. 
A. G, Spaldlns .Co,, 119 E. Fifth 
Street. 
lolul A. S11lnnq Co., 8" Main 
Stniet. 
The Bolles·Brentlamoar co~ 130 
E. Slsth Street. 
Rev. Fercllnand Moeller, S. J., mem· 
ber of the st. xavler College· faculty, 
participated In 'the diamond Jubilee 
celebration at st. Mary Church, Cleve-
land, Sunday. Father Moeller was for-
Wllllam. E. Fox, an alumnus of St. merly alllllated with the pastorate of 
xavler, was married In New Orleans the church. He Is .Widely 
on November s, to Mrs. Odlle Lelaune throughout mid-western educational 
Carriere. The wedding was solemnized circles for his work In the Instruction 
1 of deaf mutes. He Is the confessor of In St. Patrick Church. Elet Hall residents of the college. 
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VICTORY PARKWAY at McMILLAN 
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" THE OL[! RELIABLE " 
G. H. VERKAMP & SONS 
Mo .. fa•l•ri•t Rl1ollers of 
MEN'S AND BOYS' CLOTHING 
Phone' Main 121 S 
, S. E. Cor. riftb and Pima Sta. Cincinnati, Ohio 
Left to Right-First ltow: Lenk, guard; 
Brcuwer, iuard: Cannon, center; WU .. 
klcmeyer, halfback; · Hostey, guard; 
Curran, fullback; Dehlinger, quarter-
back: Nugent, manager, 
Second Row: NUrre, manager; Mein-
Sad to relate, the freshman football 
team ls usually disregarded when the 
Athletic prowess of the school Is con-
sidered. The pledges do not get a 
chan.ce to., display their wares before 
the public but must content them-
selves with the knowledge that they 
have helped their school to have a bet· 
ter football team. Such · consolation 
must be . derived by the members of 
the freshman team as they sit In the 
stands on Saturdays and, watch the 
varsity perform. 
St. Xavier College Is fortunate in 
having a rugged and efficient freshman 
football team this year. Although there 
was not a very large number of candl· 
dates for the team, a very formidable 
aggregation was formed by Mark 
Schmidt, Freshman coach. 
Schmidt's frfshman team Is consld· 
ered one or the best In st. Xavier's 
history. He Is a very capable coach 
and well liked by the players. In ad· 
dltlon to knowing football thoroughly, 
Schmidt has the' knack of Imparting 
his knowledge to his players so that 
It Is readlly understood. 
At the outset of the season the 
freshman gave the varsity quite a few 
pleasant afternoons, but as the season 
advanced, the varsity was able to han-
dle the yearllngs more easlly. By 
scrimmaging with the Varsity the 
freshmen constantly assisted them to· 
perfect their ollenslve and defensive 
mechanism. The yearlings were very 
apt In running the plays of the oppon-
ents of St. Xavier, thereby aiding the. 
regulars In forming a proper defense 
to stop the opposition each successive 
Saturday. The pep and fight In the 
freshman team has done much to 
,.bolster up the spirit of the varsity. 
Harold McPhall of Columbus, Ohio, 
Autumn of '79 
'7 11 iHILE Yale and Princeton were battling to a lJ?I ~ie at !foboken, New Jersey, a small group 
of SC1ent1sts, directed by Thomas A. Edison, was busy 
at Menl? Park, only, a few ~iles away. On October 
~1, their work resulted m the first practical 
incandescent lamp. 
ers, halfback; Wagner, ltalfbmcl(; Tra .. 
cy, tackle; Freklng, tackle; Stadtler, 
quarterback; Corbett, tackle; Sheehan, 
halfback, 
Third Row: McNaughton, end; Steph· 
an, halfback; Reitz, guard; Lubbers, 
captain of the Freshman football team, 
hes proven a capable leader. 
Captain McPhall, fullback, Is a hard-
drlvlng player who shows much pro-
mise. He prepped at Aquinas High 
School, Columbus, Ohio. 
Omar Cannon, center, ls a good all 
around man who has lots of pep and 
fight. He also comes from Aquinas 
High. . 
George, Lerk, guard, a fast, charging 
llne~man, gives the varsity plenty of 
trouble. Lerk comes from Fort Wayne, 
Indiana. 
Joseph Lubbers, guard, Is big and 
willing . to work. He prepped at St. 
Xavier 'High School, Louisville, Ky. 
guard; McPhall (captain), fullback; 
Schoo, end; Slattery, tackle. 
Fourth Row: Steinkamp, center; 
l\lercurio, tackle; Elbert, fullback; 
Schmidt, end; Nlcderlehner, tackle; 
lUocllerlng, tackle. 
"Dan11 Sheehan,_,, a fast and hard 
charging halfback, prepped at Aquinas 
High School, Columbus, Ohio. 
"Bob" Meiners, halfback ls a good 
passer and a good open field runner. 
Meiners attended St. Xavier High 
School of this city. 
"Emil Calme, quarterback, a quick 
thinking player, was Injured early- In 
the season but ls now on the road to 
reCf>Very. Calme played with Roger 
Bacon High School, Cincinnati, last 
year. 
"Mack" Dehlinger, quarterback, a 
reliable back who halls from Newport, 
Ky., but graduated from Ponce de Leon 
High School, st. Petersburg, Florida. 
Henry Schoo, lend, a steady and 
consistent player came to St. Xavier 
from Louisville, Ky. 
"Pat·~ Slattery, tackle, has Jots of 
the old Irish fight and aggressiveness. 
Slattery comes from Mlllerburg Mlll-
tary Institute. 
"Les" Shaffner, ·tackle, and hard to 
Charles Curran, fullback, Is small 
but has plenty of fight, and ls from 
stop, Is a Canton boy who prepped at Cambridge, Ohio. 
Campion. Anthony Schmidt, end, a good ball 
"Don" Tracey, tackle, has.been on player prepped at St. Xavier High 
the Injured list for a month but Is School of Cincinnati. 
an up and going player In action. Ralph Wllklemeyer, halfback, a val 
Tracey played with McKinley High uable addition to the squad, ls a natlv 
School, Canton, Ohio. . of Muskogee, Oklahoma.,. 
"Dutch" Mollerlng, tackle, Is a steady Paul Steinkamp, center, a good pivot 
and consistent player. Mollerlng comes men comes to St. Xavier College from 
from St. Xavier High School of this st. Xavier High School of this city. 
city. "Sol" Stephan, halfback, a late com 
Gordon McNaughton, end, a· good er Is showing much promise. He 
pass snatcher and also good on the prepped at St. Xavier High School, 
defensive, halls from Chicago, Ill. Cincinnati. 
"Bob" Nlederlehner, tackle, attended "Dan" Corbett, tackle, has been In 
West Night High School of this city. Jured most of the season but showed 
He has the distinction of being the much promise while an active member 
largest man on the: squad. of the squad. St. xavler. High School 
Frank Mercurio;: end; Jack Hostey, of this city Is his Alma Mater. 
guard and Art Hilbert, halfback are Frank Breuwer, guard, email but a 
"all Cincinnati" High School players 1 hard player, comes from Purcell High 
who held down positions on the "X" I School of Cincinnati. 
HI Squad last year. • I Jim Wagner, halfback, played at Sid 
"Bob" Stadtler, quarterback, a good ney, Ohio, before coming to St. xavler. 
signal caller and field general, Is from Jacob Frek!ng, tackle, a capable 
St. Xavier High School of Cincinnati. linesman from st. xavler High School. 
Paulist Choir Concert Attended ·By 
Appreciative Audience. 
Variqated Prosram Excellently Rendered By Chicaso Group; 
Event Spon10red by Fr. Jamea R. O'Neill, S. J. 
By AL.Kemme 
Last Friday evening, November 15, 
Rev. James R. O'Neill presented the 
Pautlst Choristers of Chicago In a very 
Interesting concert at Emery Auditor-
ium. Father O'Neill, who has become 
widely known In Cincinnati as the 
sponsor of the McClorey lectures, has 
given the music lovers of Cincinnati a 
genuine treat In providing this appro· 
priate prelude to this season's Lenten 
Lectures. 
The program, chosen by Father EU· 
gene O'Malley, the director of the 
choir, to display the versatlle talent of 
his choristers, covered a very compre· 
henslve range, extending from the six· 
teenth, century composltlons of Pales· 
trina to moderii"Russlan choruses. The 
choir, composed of sixty men and boys, 
Is to be especially commended for Its 
trueness tO pitch In these dlfficutt 
compositions, which were, without ex-
ception, sung a capella. The singers 
also displayed a geniua for shading 
and for equality of tone In the dllfer· 
ent voices and members of the Clef 
Club would greatly profit by Imitating 
the choirs unwavering attention to the 
director. There were no remarkable 
Individual voices but all of them gave 
evidence o~ assiduous training on the 
part of their leader. 
foundation to the more delicate tra· 
cery of the upper voices. "The Day of 
Judgment" was forcefully rendered; 
and the Fugue "Quando Corpus" by 
Rheinberger provided a fitting climax 
for the first half of the program. As 
the theme wove Its Intricate way 
through the various voices It has never 
allowed to slip Into oblivion but was al· 
ways kept In prominence. 
The secorid part of the program was 
devoted principally to the soloists. 
George Lane, bass, sang an Arla from 
the "Messiah". Another bass, Frank 
M. Dunford, sang an 'Arla by Gounod 
from "Phllemon et Baucls". The two 
boy soprano soloists, John Rogers and 
Robert Kelly were the star attractions 
of the evening. They were loudly ap· 
plauded, and both encored several 
times. Master Robert Kelly's number 
was the lovely Brahms "Lullaby" which 
never falls to please because of ltS 
melodiousness and grace. ''Ah, Moon 
of My Dellght" by Lehmann, was beau-
tifully rendered by the tenor Mr. Wal· 
ter Curran. 
Few realized what fifty yea~s would·-mean to both 
electric light?n¥ and football. The handful who 
watched Yale and Princeton then has grown to tens 
of thousands to-day. And the lamp that glowed for 
forty hours in Edison's little laboratory made 
. p<_>ssi~le to:day's billions of candle power of elec-
tric .hgh.t ... In honor of the pioneer achievement, and 
of hghtmg progress, the nation this ·year observes 
Light's Golden Jubilee. 
Lotti's "Cruclfixus" was an excellent 
vehlble for dlsplaylng the choirs ca· 
paclty for sustained pitch. In "A 
Legend" by Tschalkowsky the basses 
deserve special mention for the depth 
and quality of their tone which gave 
Two more numbers of a lighter type 
completed the program. "I Saw Three 
Ships", an Old English choral, was at· 
tractive because of Its simplicity. It 
was a delicate foll for the modem com· 
plexltles ot Rlmsky-Korsakoll's "Kol· 
yada", the concluding !!,umber. 
· Rev. ·Raymond Walsh, S, J~ super· 
lntendent_ of grounds and buUdlngs at 
St. Xavier College, was at Cambridge 
City, Ind., Monday and ~esday 
Much of this progress in lighting has been the achieve-
ment of college-trained men employed by General 
Electric. , I . 
JO(N ti! IN THE 0ENERA.L P.LECTJUC 
HOUll., PA.OADC.\ST E\'ERY SA.TUil• 
PAY AT 9 P.M.1 f:,S,T. ON A NATION• 
Clan and School 
JEWELRY 
·- -··-~-I F. PUSTET co .• Inc. 
HAVE YOU A "C" AVERAGE? 
Francis has been to colleges and col-
leges-In , fact to all shapes and sizes 
of colleges, Institutions of knowledge 
were as easy as pumpkin · pie to him. 
He'd been thrown out of all of them-
the good, bad, and lndl1ferent. At 
Bagdad University he Wied the Ink· 
wells With gin. They fired Francis, 
but the president kept the gin. It was 
wonderful how much liquid the pres· 
!dent kept. 
After that Francis went to Sparta. 
He went out for football. He ran the 
length of the field <hay field) with the 
pigskin tucked under his arm, but the 
farmer caught him. The pig was yet 
In the "skin. 
Then he quit school and he lived 
happlly evE\r after. 
St. :Xavier College WRS represented by 
Rev. Martin J. Phee, S. J., Rev. Thomas 
I. Reilly, S. J., and Rev. Edward Mor-
E;nn, S. J., at the dinner session of the 
Association of Urban Universities at 
the Hotel Sinton last night. Rev. Hu-
bert F. Brockman, S, J., college presi-
dent, was unable to attend because 
of a previous engagement at the Paul-
ist Choir concert at Emery Auditorium. 
......... . .. 
............. 
....... . . 
O~ENtoALL 
OURS is the beal balf«T •-
ice in lown-nnd it is 'real 
!ICrvicc for all makes oE •at.-
tcries. 
If car owners watched tlae 
condition of the charge in 
tl1cfr linucrics as <:arcfully 8M 
they wntch the air prc88ure1 
in their tires, goOfl batteries 
would average double their 
present llf e., 
The FISHER0 GRJFFIN Co. 
319 E. 9th Street 
CHARLES A. EISENHARDT, '29 
"Councilman Bob O'Brien, 
humanitarian, framed the ordi-
nance eatabliabins the 'stand· 
ard loaf' of bread for the city 
..:..m:teen ounces and certified. 
It put an end to the tricks of 
concerns wolfin1 the poclr and. 
unwary and vending false 
weisht of the ataff of life." 
THE MOUNTEL PRESS CO. 
BETTER 
PRINTING 
N. E. eor. Court "' B1eamon 81& 
CORRECT 
in every detail! 
- that' a the demand made on Tuxedoa 
today. 1 The day of the borro~ed or 
· antiquated "Tux" haa gone and the 
Tuxedo itself baa ceased to be a "cos-
tume". Men ..:.. and above all uni· 
veraity men - have come to realize 
the importaDC:e pf properly fittmg and 
correctly styled evening clothes. Be-
fore making your date for ;the Prom 
or any of the semi-formal holiday af· 
fairs come in to aee Burkhardt'• dia· 
play of new modela. 
'TUXEDOS 
and 
.'. 
WID& n.a.c. NETWOalt 
GENERAL. 1ELECTRfC 
O.•,.~\B·R/•.L,.BLB.C,TRIC COM.~ANY.' BCHBNBCT.A.DY, NEW YO·R,K 
Fraternity Pin1, Club Emblema 
- Football Channa , 
Medal1, Cup1, .Trophies 
The Mille~-Jewelry Co. 
' Sixth A Vine Street 
oreenwood Bldg. 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
" llfanafacturbir lewelen 
Rd=r.~::::J,_ 1 }uRKHARD'r 
- ot?,,;,, .. t-E~::~i--"'' BROS. COMPANY 
- 438 MAIN STREET EAST FO~ll.TH STREET. Otp.JJt/,•.fmt.•c 
,..;,,_,______ ' L.;..--------------------------..J 
·; .-.··/ 
' 
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Xavier HiQrings Home Bacon 
SPARTANS. PUl UP A 
GAME 'FIGHT 
BUT ARE OUTCLASSED 
IN ONE-SIDED CONTEST 
B7 Bob··Koch 
When st. Xavier High opposed Roger 
. :Bacon last Friday on the glrdlron It 
was Just a matter of a strong, heavy 
line and a fast hard-hitting backfield 
playing against a much Inferior op-
ponent. ·Coach Savage's boys had no 
trouble 'annexing their flftli victory and 
won by the decisive score of 25-0. 
It waa Xavier's game all the way 
with Roger Bacon having the hOP<' 
;or scoring only once and this was com-
pletely shattered when the blue ana 
, white line held. Coach Burns sent 11 
hard fighting team on the field but as 
the soore will Indicate they played a 
team entirely out ol their class. 
Bacon Threatem 
At the opening of the Initial period 
the St. 'Bernard boys looked as If they 
were going to give the highly touted 
Blue Jackets a battle. On receiving 
the klckiilf the brown and white ball 
torers, Jed by Clcardo and Ruberg; 
marched deep Into Xavier's territory 
making four straight first downs. But 
here the strong X line held and not 
again in the first hair did Bacon show 
signs of scoring. 
In the last three minutes o! play 
i-·- ----·---·-·-1 
I J. G. Steinkamp I 
I & Brother I 
Roger Bacon had a gieat opportunity J one point after touchdown was made 
to score. They obtained the ball on this being after the second when 
the three-yard·; line/. after·" a. 25-yard Ellert·:·place . kicked -the balJ':through· 
penalty, with four downs to make It In the bars. ' · 
Four times, Quarterback Dennig of the Scbnelcler Bum Best 
losers called line plays: four times' the To pick the outstanding star of the 
strong and fighting Xavier forward contest for the 'winners would be 11 
wall smothered the plays.' In fact the Job for some genius, for all the boys 
line proved to be worse to the. Bacon were In there doing their duty and the 
backs than a stone wall for a stone team functioned In first rate manner: 
wall does not push back. Schnelder but It Is certain that Snltz Schnelder 
kicked out of danger when Xavier re- aided by lntellliient Interference playe<t 
covered the ball. the most colorful game. Time and 
. Eller& Scores Twice time again the smart and fast Junior 
The blue and white team did not broke lose for 20 and 30 yds and he 
was a great help to . the Winners In 
get their scoring machine warmed up collecting their four touchdowns. 
until the second quarter. In this stan- Clcardo, Ruberg amt Conley played 
za, however, Red Ellert plunged over best for Bacon while Colina got oft 
!~~r g;~n 1;;1~0~w:~~~rn!';ea :r:t ::::: some very good punts when given time 
20 yards to Bacon's 45, which was rol- l!lcler To Be Tough Game ' 
lowed by several first downs, putting Next Friday Xavier will play Its 
the ball In scoring position. Snltz last game of the season against Elder 
Schnelder deserves mo~t credit for the high. Pennington, Dixon, Ellert, Flan-
second for It was· he who ran through agan, Selvers, Schoemaker, Barrett 
right tackle 23 yards to the 3-yard and Kennedy will enter their last high 
line from where our halfback took It scbool football game. n1e team will 
over. have no easy picking against the Price 
Bill Seiver& broke Into the scoring Hillers who have been going great In 
column by making a touchdown In the their last few games. Bo lets all be 
third period. Bacon on being held on out to see olir team win Its second 
their 35-yard stripe decided to kick. game In the Greater Cincinnati Htgn 
But all their plans were _shattered School league. 
when Hal Pennington dashed through Line up: 
the line and blocked the kick, Selvera st.· Xllvfer Pos. Roger Bacon 
recovering and galloping 30 yds. over Selvera ................ L. E. .............. Col111a 
the goal, And It should be mentioned Barrett .............. L. T. ............ Bunker 
here that. Capt, .Pennington played Kovacs ................ I .. G. .. .... ,..... Welthe 
one whale "of a defensive game backing Ke11nedy ............ c. ... .............. Conley 
up the line like a veteran. Hal was In Maxwell ............ ·n. G ................... Roll 
on every play and threw the opposing Flar.agan ......... R. -T. .............. Miller 
backs-for several losses. Schoemaker ...... R. E. . ...... Englehnrt 
It was Don Dixon, the same lad who Dixon ................ Q. B. .............. Dennig 
ran punts back for an average of about Ellert .................. TI. B. ............ Clcardo 
10 yds and who played one of the best Schnelder ........ H. B. ............ Ledesco 
games of his high school career who Pennington <C> F. B ............... Ruberg 
carried the ball over for the fourth 
touchdown. On 11 criss-cross play Dixon 
safely ·bore the pigskin 35yds for one 
of the longest runs of the game. Only 
Substitutions: Xavier: Gerwe for 
Barrett: Bressler for Ellert: Woerner 
for Bressler. 
Roger Bacon: · Marster !or Miller; 
Mlllerhaus for Clcardo. 
Scores by quarters 1 ! 3 .. 
J -ARCHITECTS- Meaaman·W~natrup J Ready-Ta-Wear ·•r· Made-To·Ordtr 
St. Xavier .......................... o 13 
Roger Bacon .................... o o 
6 6-25 
0 0- 0 
Noles Of The Game 
111·613 MAIN ST. Bressl~r who got into the game in 1 CLOTHING ;~.-~~-~~~~-~~~-~!"'~-~-~·~·~·O;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ the fourth quarter was forced to re-tire due to a shoulder Injury he re-ceived In the first play when he tackled a' Spartan on the kickoff.-
Mr. Savage was Indisposed Friday 
but he turned the team .over. to. a man 
worthy or the position. This being, Ml'. 
O'Brien. He directed the team In ·fine 
style and should be given some, men-
tion In connection with the !lne show-
ing of the team. 
a 
Here's a good· buy.:... 
Suede Wi11dbreaker 
$11·95 
lt'a the 1oft, flexible auede that looks 
great even after you've wom it a long 
time. · It's the well-tailored .aorl of 
garment you're proud 1 of owning, knit 
.$1Ulfa, band bottom, knit or leather col· 
lar. Grey or brown, aizea 36 lo 46. 
t?be Smitb · KassoD Co. 
~ Cl•C•NNAl.1 ~ 
-Separate Store for Men-Race Street Entrance 
J. D. CLOUD ·a CO. 
CERTIFIED P'OBLIC 
ACCOtJNTANTS 
1103·&~5 Traction .... 
AIMllU Tu 8enlee Sptema 
The boys kept up the same spirit 
they have shown all year having an-
other elaborate parade. Mr. McGlnnlS 
S. J. must be thanked for obtaining 
the crepe paper with which the ma-
chines were decorated. Bob Hurley 
should also be praised for numerous 
phrases hinting at the fact · that X 
would beat Bacon, which he wrote on 
the machine windows. 
Barrett left tackle was put out or 
the game by the Referee with the 
charge of unintentional slugging. This 
changed the whole llne-u1>. Flanagan 
right -tackle went to left. Schoemaker 
right end went to tackle and Gerwe 
was placed at the end. 
STUDENT COUNCIL ACTS 
By John Brink 
At 11 recent meeting of the Student 
Council, Mr. McGinnis, S. J., outlined 
a plan of campaign by which money 
Is to be raised for the purpose of fur-
thering the athletic program of the 
high school. Last year a drive was 
held and the results were very gratify-
ing. Over $300 was realized. This 
year the goal Is $500, and if each di-
vision docs Its share, this will be eas-
ily attained. Every class Is expected 
to sell at least $30 worth of tickets, 
and since there are seventeen classes, 
this will nicely reach the $500 level. 
Last year the prizes given away were 
of sufficient value to elicit much In-
terest, but this time tl1e prizes' will be 
even better. The first prize Wlll be II 
basketball valued at $21, the second 11 
football worth . $15, and the third 11 
baseball glove which cannot be bought 
for less than $10. Last year the Fresh-
man classes showed an unusual amount 
of spirit and enthusiasm, and, as a 
matter of fact, class I B Jed the whole 
school In this affair. u· Is hoped that 
this year's Freshman will come up to1 
the high standard set for them last 
year. 
Activity Polnb 
There are many ways and means by 
which Interest In this event can be 
maintained at a high level: One of 
the best Is to award Activity Cup points 
which means has been made use of to 
the fullest exte9t. In the first place 
one point Is awarded for every ticket 
sold. . The first class to reach half its 
quota, 150 tickets, will merit 25 points. 
The first clasa to dispose of Its full 
quota 300 tickets, will be awarded 50 
points. The first student to sell 15 
tickets will gain 25 points for his class. 
The three Individual students who 
Jllllke the best. records of the whole 
school, will be Invited to the Foot7 
ball Banquet. Every chance sold af-
ter a class has reached the 300 mark, 
Is worth 3 points. Pep meetings and 
class meetings will be held weekly or 
oftener with a view toward keeping 
the matter constantly before the stu-
dents. A blilletln board will be jtept 
to give. each· claiis an Idea of what the 
rest are doing. Students who are adept 
at drawing are urged to design posters 
which will be placed In the dltJerent 
classes. With the campaign of action 
so well worked out, and with the prop-
er support of the student body there 
Is no reason why this event will not 
be an outstanding aucceaa. · 
RESULTS ' ors, Barrett, 2nd Honors: Dressman, Baker, Maloney, L. Schmidt, Blase, Hlls, Horgan, Green, Helmick. 1B-Class. Honors, Relgler, 1st Hon-ors, Georges, Wenning, Holtgrefe, Her-bert, Wachs, 2nd Honors, Davis, O'Don-
ovan, Shannon, Pye, Doyle, Schloemer, 
Woef, Bowman, Engler, McNeeve. 
COMMUNION MASS 
Attendance Grawa ETel'J Week. 
OF 1 ST QUARTER'S WO,RK 
MANY JOIN HONOR ROLL 
', By John Brink 
Since the results or the first quar-
ter's work Is or wlll be made known to 
the students before this paper Is pub, 
llshed the only reason we give the re-
sults Is that It might benefit proud 
parents, Jealous rivals, · and Interested 
onlookers, who have a desire, to see the 
honor roll of St. Xavier High.. The 
end of the first quarter marka a mile-
stone on the Journey through the en-
tire schoolyear. It might be well . to 
explain here that the exams are not 
the only factor In determining the stu-
dent's average. The · 'lXams represent 
only 50 percent of his work. The oth-
er 50 per cent Is made up or classwork, 
recitations, weekly and . monthly tests, 
and homework. Thus If a student thrn 
nervousness or some other temporary 
cause scores poorly In the Exam, his 
average Is not entirely ruined If he 
has done well in his dally classwork, 
and by the same token, one who has a 
rather low grade for classwork, can 
pull his average by. writing an excel-
lent exam. There are three different 
divisions which, are awarded honors, 
these divisions are determined by the 
grades. Class Honors are merited by 
the highest student in each class. First 
honors are awarded all scoring above 
90, while Second Honors are awarded 
all whose averages fall between 85 and 
90. Everyone has a special Incentive 
to work for honors, and that Is free-
dom rrom exams In June. At the end 
of the term, all who have kept on the 
honor roll !or three quarters, are re-
warded by being exempted -·from the 
final exams, which means that they en-
joy vacation one week earlier than the 
rest of the students. Following Is a I 
list or the honor men class by clllSS. 
4A-Class Honors, Wultange, lst 
Honors: Beckman, Marthaler, Kotte, 
Kova<is, Loftus, Huber, Hurley, Moor-
man, Hehman. 2nd Honors, Kunz, Ell, 
Merkel, Ryan, Bazely, Helser. 
4B-Clsss Honors, Buchert, 1st Hon-
ors: Thell, Huth, Greiwe, Oker, Duch-
lnskl, Melhaus, Hahn, Frederick. 2nd 
Honors: Gibson, Young, Kehoe, Sack-
steder, Hughes, Jones, Schroeder. 
40-Class Honors, Deubell, 1st Hon-
ors, Belmesche, Brink, Weyman, Weis-
gerber, Forster, Brueggeman, Podesta, 
2nd. Honors, Schomaker, Dixon, Earls, 
Young, Doering,· c. Roach, Ringer, 
Tapke, Rust. 
40-Class Honors: .Moran. 2nd Hon-
ors, Meiners, Haughey, Menke, Sand-
man. 
.. 3A-Class Honors, Broeman, 1st 
Honors, Rlnschler, Welsh, Messman, 
Berkemeyer. Schmidt. 2nd Honors, 
Holz, Brueneman, Klopp,, Crawford, 
Nordman, Steinmetz, Adlck, R. Podesta. 
3B-Class Honors. Lorenz, 1st Hon-
ors, Froellcher, H11gl11ge, Kerstein, 
Scherer, Mezur. 2nd Honors, Elsener. 
30-Class Honors, Eckstein, 1st Hon-
ors, Snider, Woerner, Moores, Tim-
merman, Lindhorst, Kearney, Huller, 
Vandoeke. 2nd Honors, Niemeyer, 
Besse, Efkeman, Tombrage!, Schmidt, 
Dorsey, Blau, Phllllps, Sklne, Reiner, 
Hillen. 
31>-CI- Honors, Mulvlhll, 2nd 
Honors Browne, Muellerlng, Fister. 
3E-Clnss Honors, Ertel. 
2A-Class Honors, Sontag, 1st Hon-
2B-Clll88 Honors, Dreldame, 1st 
Honors, Moores, Dlllhunt, 2nd Honors: 
H. ·Schmidt, Dalley, Debbler, Salk, 
Shaw, Selwert. 
20-Class Honors, Nettleton,. 2nd 
Honors, O'Hara, Harper. 
20-Class Honot'S, Trame .. lst Hon-
01·s: Wedding, Nutlnl. 2nd Honors, 
Weber, Grogan. 
1A-Clasii Honors, Lorenz, 1st. Hon-
ors. Burke, O'Connor, Stegeman, Im-
feld, Foley, Voet, Heinen, Welngertner, 
Scott, Dorger, Davanney, 2nd 'Honors, 
Busche, Wagner, Klen. 
1C-Olass Honors, Berchem, 1st Hon-
ors, Grlllln, Ross, Willmes, Oldensmlth, 
Berkemeyer, Esterkamp, Roth. Brehm, 
Steine, Summe. 2nd Honors, Beck· 
meyer, Dreyer, Powell, Nienaber. SchUl-
te, Warndorf. 
lD;--Class Honors, Bemmea, lat Hon-
ors, Weigle, Schulte, i:.auterwasser. 
Rutz, Georges, Hurley, Russ, Kilday, 
2nd Honors, Nleberdlng. Wlthare, Car· 
roll, Young, Booth, Teary, Livingston, 
Dempsey, Gent. 
The attendance at the regular 
Thursday communion Mass .Is pro-
gressing exceptionally well. By far the 
majority of the students In the whole 
school attend these weekly sessions. It 
Is not generally known that st. Xavier 
High of Cincinnati Is the originator or 
this practice which Is now spreading 
throughout all the Jesuit Schools. 
This Communion Mau Is held at 8:15 
A. M., and all who attend get their 
breakfast In the cafeteria. The resu· 
1ar dally Mass goes on u 11111&1 at 8:00 
.The 
A. M. . 
WHO 
SHALL 
IT BE 
? 
• 
This is a picture of the most popular Muskete~r 
football player in 1929, or rather it would be if we 
knew who he is. But we hav~n't the slightest idea. 
Possibly you have. At any rate we're going to 
give you an opportunity to. cast a vote. for your 
favorite and to help him win a very valuable prize. 
The details of this contest will be found on Page 
One of this issue of The Xaverian News and also 
a voting blank to be turned in at the gate after the. 
game. -
. \ 
Vote for your favorite and help him win the coveted 
prize. 
Winner to be announced at the Haskell Game on 
Thanksgiving Day. 
XA VE~R IAN 
One of Ohio'• Leaclinir 
Colleciate Newtpap•• 
News 
gives throa~ 
THK a•OKK SCREEN THAT WHY RISK SORE THROATS ? 
No one bad ever beard of a "Coughless" cigarette 
until OLD GOLD came ••• Barely three years ago this 
smoother and ·better cigarette was Introduced to the 
nation. Its clean, ripe and better tobaccos gave smok-
' 
ers ·new, throat-ease. No rasping. No coughing. And 
it won a national following. It made millions of friends 
••. Why not sample its honey-like smootbness and its 
wonderful flavor? Change to OLD GOLDS. Play safe 
with your throat. 
Better tobaoooti make them •moother and' better ••• with "not a cough In • carload" 
On - Radio, OLD GOLD-PAUL WHITEMAN HOUR. Paul Whiteman, with hlo complete orchMtta, ••en THooda~, t to It P. M., Eutona Standard Tlmio 
I \ / . 
/ 
,. 
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CLASS OF ·1929 
. completes . Reunion Plans. 
Alumni Infants Toe- the Mark In 
Saturday's Contest for 
Hospitality. 
Final arrangements have been com-
pleted and everything ls In read\nes~ 
for the first reunion banquet of the 
class of 1929 to be· held at the Hotel 
Alms at· 6 p. m., Homecoming Day, 
Paul D. Caln, class secretary and mem-
ber of the committee on arrangements 
reported Wednesday. Members of the , 
class will sit In a group at the St. 
Xavier-Denison University game, which 
will feature the stadium dedication 
program the afternoon of Homecoming 
Pay. 
Dr. James J. Young, department· of 
· Engl!sh, st. Xavier College will be the 
principal speaker at the banquet. A 
· full speaking and entertainment pro-
gram has been provided. I 
Rev. Hubert F. Brockman, S. J., col-
lege president In a communication to 
E. Wirt Russell, arrangeme11ts com-
mittee member, compliments the class 
on the plans for the first reunion, and 
urges like reunions on the part of 
other classes. President Brockman 
wrote: "I congratulate you sincerely on 
.AT ntE HOTI:L ALms 
MARIE AnTOlnET!'E 
llALLRoom 
. tn1An1<5G1Dmq nIC;t\T 
OARCin(j FROmntnETILOOE 
SUllSCRIPTIOn 
ntREE OOL1.l\RS PER COUPLE 
Cll\E ETA nu Pl nATERn1T11 
lnFORlllAL 
• 
the manifest purpose you have to hold \ll'li:ST. STl'l,.,OS f«V, 11.t:".Blf!ocl<,MRH 
an annual reunion of the Class of 1929. . I> .J. 
This Is a commendabie beginning.and Above are two views of the stadium I Junction of Dana Avenue and Victory I Governor Myen Y, Cooper was Chair-
I hope that the program will continue· Boulevard Is not yet completed. When man of the committee which .raised 
through the coming years. I feel that which Is l.o be dedicated today. The the horseshoe 111 closed there wlll be the funds for the comtractlon ol the 
one of the finest sources of alumni main entrance which will be at the seats enough for 25,000 spectaton. bowl. : I 
contentment and satisfaction in· life 
comes from the renewal year by year 
of the old wonderful affection for Alma ·J • 
Mater. . I unior 
"It Is from your College that you i 
have got and will get the eveness of. 
mind and the abiding sense of power 
In life which Is so desirable In ~liese 
coursing days. 'As you advance Into 
the years of maturer alumnlhood, you 
will appreciate more the truth of this." 
"X" 
Steadily 
Association 
Growimg 
Members of the committee In charge 
of the affair Include: Paul D. Caln, 
Members Active In Student Organizations 
At College, 
COACH'S MESSAGE 
Homecoming Day Is an old tradi-
tion In all the colleges In this country. 
It Is a day on which the old sraduates 
return to their Alma Mater, there to ' 
hold class reunions and renew friend- • 
ships of the happiest days of their 
The Athletic Department of St. 
Xavier College welcomes the alumni 
and friends to Corcoran Field for the 
Homecoming Game with Denison. It • class secretary; E. Wirt Russell, Rich-ard D. Downing, Thomas J. Hughes and Ted Schmidt. Late resel'vatlons should be made with Paul D. Caln, By Harry Foley I In the furtherance of athletics at St. Xavier College. Therefore they elect-. Many of the letter-men, o.~ St. Xavier ed Thomas J. Daugherty, Jr., as first 
College l'eallzlng that the X Assocla- president. To assist him In his work 
tlon" with Its many and varied obll-11 they selected Frank McLlcvltt as vice 
lives, · 
1
. 
Is our hope that they wlll enjoy them- I ~b==============:============================~ d selves an be proud of the progress of 
3607 Marburg avenue. 
gaUons could not properly function president. Harry· Foley secretarv and 
within the student body Itself called Hal'Old Stotsberry, se;·geant-at~~rms. 
a meeting of their own. In this meet- The club has pledged Its whole-hearted 
Ing a movement was put on foot to rnpport to all Xaverlnn activities. The · 
. ' create an organization much like the Jnembers have pledged themselves to 
"X Association" within the college usher at all games sell tickets and do 
walls. It was this meeting that gave nnvthlng else In their powe; toward 
bil'th to the "X Club" better co-operation In athletic pursuits; 
This club consists of all the under- but owing to the fact that It Is com-
graduates of the college who have posed chiefly of football men, Its prog-
earned their Varsity "X" In any of the ress has been somewhat Impeded dur-
sports conducted at the college. The Ing the football season. 
purpose of this organization Is to fur-
ther athletics both intra-mural and Program This Week 
intercollegiate, while at the same time With the approach of t.he Homecom-
lts very spirit embodies the essence Ing festlvlti011 many colorful events 
of the Musketeers, "All for One and have been outlined, among them a 
one for All." ' dance to be given at the Marie An-
Officers for 'fear. 
In striving to attain this purpose it 
was only fitting that they should se-
lect the most capable men to fill the 
executive offices of the organization. 
In order to carry this group through 
the most frying days the organization 
needed a leader; one not only promin-
ent In athletics but also of sufllclent 
executive ability to lay down the fun-
damental principles of an organization 
which was to play an Important part 
t.olnette Ball Room of the Hotel Alms. 
In past years It has been customary 
for outside organizations to give this 
dance, but this year It will be spon-
sored by the "X" Club. Thomas 
Daugherty has appointed Harry Foley 
and Lloyd Deddens as a committee on 
arrangoments. Mark Schmidt, prom-
inent member of the Alumni hal; been 
appointed advisory chairman. Mem-
bers of the St. Xavier and Denison 
football teams will be guests of honor 
at the dance. Bob Rainier's orchestra 
has been engased to provide the mu-
sic. The dance will be unusually well-
attended because' of the large Home-
coming Day 'crowd expected In Cincin-
nati for the dedication of the new sta-
dium at Corcoran Field that afternoon. 
STAGE SET FOR POW·WOW 
l\lost Popular Football Player To Be 
Guest Of Honor 
The Eta Nu Pl fraternity has ar-
ranged a Thanksgiving night dance in 
honor of the St. Xavier football team, 
The affair wlll serve as a congenial 
gathering for the collegiate circle of 
Cincinnati during the Turkey Day Fes-
tivities. The Marie Antoinette ball-
room In the Hotel Alms has become a 
tr11dltlonal gathering place for college 
groups after the Thanksgiving game. 
The fraternity men, who are for the 
most part composed of undergraduates 
and alumni of the college, plan to make 
the 1929 edition surpass all Its prede-
cessors. Frank K!atne, Melvin Ucht-
man, Andrew Schmidt, Joseph Mc-
Guinness, Jack Downing, Charles 
O'Connor are on the committee chosen 
to arrange for the dance. An added 
attraction wlll be the presentation of a 
prize to the most. popult1r Musketeer 
football player, who will be the guest 
of the fraternity for the evening. 
· Buckminster for Young 
Fellows who go About! 
DR. MENGE TO LECTURE 
Dr. Paul J, Menge, head of the De-
l partment of Modern Langua.ges at St. Xavier College, Is going to speak on "Florence and Venice, the Cities· of 
Art", at the La Satlette Academy, Cov-To the.oft'ice-to the theatre-to the football game-wherever 1ou go 
let a pair of. Nettleton& carry you in 
comfort and in smartness. Here is 
another of the famous Nettleton lasts; 
built of imported Sco,tch grain for stout 
&el'Yice. 
' 
MILLER ™ S!l.QU 
ALL STYLES 510 
~~~~OP 
On, :l"o11rt1t ·l&reet 
ington, Ky., on Thursday, November 
21. Dr. Menge has also been asked 
by the American Citizens' League to 
speak about "The Recovery of Ger-
many during the last . Ave years. 
J. B. WILLIAMS 
The Mlllketeer'• Photolrapher 
· -h:v not :voun? · 
Your Photo for Chri•bn-
the irift that only you 
can give, 
215 £, 4th St. 
MAIN 4658 
.. 
St. Xavier. 
·-- ----1 t~;-.;~ WE RS J. ALBERT JONES YOO HOO, GIRLS! Leibold-F.,!T.E Bldir. Co. PHOTOGRAPHER L --~- Photographs for School Annual.I It Is the absence of the co-ed, claims RESIDENCE BUILDING ·-~:~:.:~~~;_, and students we supply at mod Knute Rockne, that brings success to GENERAL CONTRACTING moderate prices. .... .. .. .. "" ""'"" .,. __ ,,.. """ ""'-1'""""" moG. om • MMN I 429 Bace Street, ClnclnnaU. O. c1· single factor. I .~-..---~,-..--a• o Phone, Main 1079 0 
OVERCOATS 
TheFamoua 
. College Camel 
Hair Top Coat 
$30.00 
Models that are aris-
tocrats for style --- bull-
dogs for Service and 
priced for the pleasure 
of men who seek gen-
uine value. 
to 
All the models that Fashion says 
are correct- all the fabrics in colors 
and patterns that are in good taste 
and the quality of ta,iloring that 
assures long service. 
They are Overcoats we are proud 
to sell - and you will be proud to 
ivear. 
<i~n • .A.1$tulvthill 
CLOTHl!:S OF QUALITY 
31 East Fourth Street Mi1111 BuildiDI 
AilJoln~ tile Slnlon-a•er MUI• · 
I . 
You Would Walk 
More Than A 
Mile For Thia 
Camel Pile 
Overcoat 
Special 
$75.00, 
